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Title word cross-reference

#P [Jer94]. (0, 1) [SS92d, SS92c]. (Δ/2) [Pas92a]. (m, n) [AZ91]. (n, k) [CC95b].  
(n² – 1) [Par95]. (s, t) [Con97]. 0 [Lac96, MR95, Spi93, Zim96]. 0.5 [MT92b, SCGD92b]. 0/1 [MT92b, SCGD92b]. 1 [Den99, Esp92, HHS99, IIT92, Lac96, LL94a, Spi93, Vid91, WHS97, WHH98, Yen91, Zim96]. 1 + ϵ [IL97]. 13/12 [DKST98]. 2 [Acc94, ALLS96, Che92b, CC94a, CLLR97, Clo96, FMF95, FV90, Heh95, HTC92, IR91, KAL93, KP96, LL99b, Lu93, MNT92, MS93, Mid93, PS95a, PS95b, RS91, Sri99, SR98, Ver99]. 2.5 [AR98]. 2m + 1 [Rhe98]. 2m² [Rhe98]. 2 × 2 [Bsh95]. 2|E| [CT93]. 3 [ACS99, BK97, CP97, CS97a, DKK92, Dem95, Gro98, HR97, Juk95, Kan91, MVR96, Mid93, OS95, Raj92, RW93, Val95b, VS93]. 4 [CS97a, HHK91, SHC+93]. + [XU99a]. 5 [Kla90]. = [YY99]. c [YY99]. k [XU99a].  

0L [DPS93].

1 [DS95]. 1-Approximation [DS95]. 16 [SY93]. 180 [RRW00].

20 [NS96a]. 252 [NM96]. 264 [yCGI99]. 27 [Flo91]. 2DPDAs [Mog94].


40 [BM92, HS94, KC92]. 41 [BDDS94, Pac92a]. 42 [SS92d]. 45 [Pro94]. 48 [Ahu96]. 49 [SS95a].

50 [BP95c, BP95b, BMP94a]. 51 [Har96, LCW94b]. 52 [Cha02, RRW00, Rit95]. 53 [BU95a, Sub95a]. 55 [NAG96]. 57 [DF96a]. 59 [HAM11]. 60 [YT96]. 70 [yCGI99b]. 72 [Khu00].

80.4 [OSCF97]. 84m [SY93]. 89d [Flo91].

90k [Gro91a]. 91m [SH93]. 92m [HS94]. 93k [Pro94]. 94c [SS92d]. 95a [SS95a]. 95c [BMP94a]. 95f [Har96]. 95k [Sub95a]. 96d [NAG96]. 96m [DF96a].


Agreement [BOR96, Das98, FPT95, SW93b, Zhe95, GP90b]. aided [Hor98]. aids [Lau90b]. al. [DW91].

Algebra [Ust96, BP98, Dj96, CF98, JH93a, LSS92, Lys94]. Algebraic [CMM95, BG90, Das98, FPT95, SW93b, Zhe95, GP90b].

algorithm [MS94, MS95, NLM96, INRN97, iNM97, NR99, Nu94, O95, OS95, PM94, Par95, PKP93, PM97, PH92, Pas92a, Pas92b, Pau90, PC92, Per94, PP98, Pre93, Pri95, Pri97, Pro95, PN94, RK96, RS99, Rag91, RI91, Raj98, Raj92, Rav94, Ray95, RL94, RL96, Ri98, RR99b, Saa97, SCGD92b, SM92, SL97, Sh93, She92, ST90, She91b, SLC93, SY96, Shv92, Sk96, Sky91, Sla97, SR92, ST93, SR98, SB93, ST90, Tan91, TT92b, TY94, Tip90, T99, Tsa92, TTC94, UG92, VT90, VM92, VA97b, Ver87, Vis92, Wan90a, Wan92a, Wan94, WCL95, WJ95, WMM90, WT97, WCT99, YH94, Yan93a, YDL94, Yan98, Yen91, Yen96, YL99, YY92, YY93b, YY93a, Zel93, Zha97, Ziv91, dB93, van91a, VT94, HSC93, TKI99].

Algorithm [Bax94, Her96, How95, KA97b, MT98a, MS96a, SKKC98, AM97, AD91, Al90, A93, AE98, ASA97, BYF96, BHMS90, BC94, BS90, BM90a, BJ91, CEG95, CR98a, CD93a, Cha95a, Cha95b, CW92b, CL93a, CvW94, CK90, CS95, CR91, CW97b, DV98a, DG95, DD90, EK95, Ep94, Fv97, FL97, Gar92, GM94b, Go92, GR97, Gon98, Gre95, GJS99, HK96c, HL95, HCF91, HT91, HM96, HP94, IY98, IK93, JW95, Kar93, Kru90, Kin90c, KK94, KT97, K94, LB94a, Lat91, Lia95a, LMS96, Lin91a, LV92c, Ly99, LSZ93, Mak90a, HH96, MM92, MR96a, MT92b, Mar98, Me93, Mes91, MF97, Mos97, MN93b, MW97, Pan96b, P93, Pr94, RR90, RR94, RPK98, RW96, RLD94, SS94a, SS95a, SR95, Sch92a, Sch93c, SL96, She91a, SM95, SK92b, Ti93, TC99, TM93]. algorithms [TT93, VHV93, VCV95, VSS96, WB93, LL95, LY98, LP91a, LC94b, LL94a, LS95b, LO90, Lin90, LK92, LCL93, LS90, Low98a, Lu93, LCW94b, LC94, LT97, LP91b, MP91, MSW93, MMS90, MMY91, MW94, Man96, Mat91b, Me98, MT93, MAU98].
BCNF-decomposition [MC92]. be [All92, CY96, IL97, LSW98, Mog94, Par91b, van97].
behavior [LCH93, She93]. behaviour [AN93, Mes91]. behavioural [BIN92, But95]. behaviours [Kuˇc99a].
bends [Bie98]. benefits [BL91].
benevolent [CL91b]. best [GP90b, TU99].
best- [TU99]. Better [AE98, BKR94, CY96, CMMR97, Hal93c, Yan95]. between [BCMS97, CXZ99, CRC98, CDK93a, Fok97, GS99, Hal93a, IIT92, JM94a, JM94b, Kem99, LC97a, LRH+95, Liš93, NPH98, Rot91, RS95b, SRW95, TT91, XU99a, ZSS92].
beyond [Han92]. BFS [Jia91b]. bi [DS98].
bi-directional [DS98]. biased [Dij90, JM94a, Ueh95]. bicategories [Kle94a]. bichromatic [vB97].
bicategories [Kle94a]. biconnected [AR96a, ERC94, LR96, MSW93, Man96, PN94, STN90]. Bidirectional [GM91].
Bihan [Ada92]. Billboard [AEE97]. bin [Cha92, CK93, DKST98, IL96, IL97, van92b]. bin-packing [CWK93]. Binary [Gho91, Ser98, AS92a, BR94a, BMM94, BP94c, BS92, BMST97, CL93c, CMMR97, CP90, Den96, DZ98, GS96a, GH93, Gro98, KS91, Kir94, Kle94b, LPP90, MP97, O'94, O'95, Oya95, PS98, Prod98, SCGD91, Sch97, Sga97, SW90, Sub95a, Sub95b, SYUK98, Tak92, Tei93, TT91, TU99, VV96, van92b].
boundary [FP98, JM94b].

bottom [CCH93a, RW93, SB95].
bottom-up [CCH93a, SB95]. Bound [Liu90, AL90a, Al96, AGM92, BNIK99, BKR94, BMP94a, BMP94b, BCDM94, BR94c, BS92, BMST97, CL93c, CMMR97, CP90, Den96, DZ98, GS96a, GH92, GHY93, Gro98, KS91, Kir94, Kle94b, LPP90, MP97, O'94, O'95, Oya95, PS98, Prod98, SCGD92b, Sim91, Sny91a, Sny91b, Yen91].
bounded [HK97a, IZ94, MN90, BOR96, Bop97, Esp92, Gho88, Gup92b, Gup93, HS93a, How91, Kan91, Kan94b, LXX9, MS98, MT92b, Mei90, MP95, SS94a, SS95a, SCGD92b, Sim91, Sny91a, Sny91b, Yen91].
bounded-degree [MS98]. bounded-depth [Bop97]. bounded-probability [Gup93]. bounded-space [HS93a].

Boundary [IZ94]. Bound [ESW97]. Bounds [CS93a, Cus96, CS96, YT96, AERT92, Alt90, Ama93, Bas91, BD97, BCT93, BCDM97, yC90, CEG95, Che92a, CM98b, CL97c, Fra99, Gei97, GH94, HR90, HH90, HR98a, IP95, Jol98, K096, LK95a, LK96, LO94, LP97b, Man94, Mei91, PLSK97, PK93, TK99, Wis93, AVSW95].

Branching [Bas96, AN93, BW98, BTW98, Cha95a, Dam92, Gál97, GW96, Juk99].

Breadth [CD92, CHL97, HC92, Man90, RLDL94, Sim95]. Breadth-first [CD92, CHL97, HC92, Man90, RLDL94].

Breaking [BBR99, HR98a].

BRGC [Wan94]. bridge [CXZ99]. bridges [SK92b]. brittle [Gia96].

Broadcast [WC97, Ahu93, Ahu96, Fra98, GP98a, Mar94, Mid93, SY96, SW99, Yan91a].

Broadcasting [DV98b, DDK +98, FP91b, Pel91, Stó91a, Bar96, BGOS95, Chu99, Cri91, DvR94, FGW98, GHY93, KS97a, KT90, LS99a, LV92a, Par91b, Pan90, PS94, Pru94, Sak91b, San90, SYUK98, Vos93].

casess [ALLL98, But95, Chu99]. CASES [CK90, Hoo90]. causal [AB92, AV94, RST91]. causality [GW96].

cause [Ust96, Ust98]. cause-effect [Ust96].

Caution [Mul91]. cautionary [RS98].

Cayley [BV98, CP97, THHC99, VS95a, VS96, WM96]. CCS [Mow92]. cell [dDDS97].

cells [LCC93, Lim96]. cellular [CI95, Mor92, Sat93, Sat97, Sat98]. Census [Hem94].

Center [Kru95, CGR98, Her93, HK97a, HH94, LWS99, Ver97]. centering [AR96a, ERC94]. centres [MS96b].

certain [CS99, Cin90, Gup92b, MM92]. certificate [AM99, VS96].

CFL [RR92]. chain [Bil93, HNC92, Kim96a, KKM98, PK93, SC90].

chain-like [SC90]. chained [HNC92].

chains [Alt90, BM92, DK97, HS91a, HS94]. changes [BLW96]. channel [FS98, GJK92, GM92c, Li90, TS95a].

channels [Jae90b, YL97a]. character [Per94]. Characteristic [DF95, Acc94]. characteristics [SZ94, SLCS98, SCP99].

Characterization [Ito91, HK97a, AIB97, BS96a, BNN91, BS97, FP94, Gum93, Kum95, von91a].

characterizations [AQ97, Maz95]. characterize [SL95]. characterized [HP97]. Characterizing [eC91]. characters [Aku95]. chart [Ros93].

checkable [RS95b]. Checker [Wie97].
Checking [LNP+90, Cad92, Jac91, MW94, Rub92, Vol96]. checkpointing [TWK99].

checkpoints [WLF94], Chernoff [HR90].

Chervonenkis [Sim91], Chinese [hC98].

choice [GL98, MW91]. choices [Hd91].

Choosing [BD96], chordal.

[CL93a, CJ97, DMK90, HC99a, IKO99, KM91, KK95b, NAG95, NAG96, Pan96b, PC92, Sim95, VKM92, dFMdM99]. chords [CL92a]. chosen [Tze99].

chosen-message [Tze99].

Christmas [HHS99].

chromatic [Rhe98, dFMdM99]. Chvatal [Ola90a].

cipher [Gol99].

circle [CM98a, CL92a, Km90b, Mat95b, Sky91].

circles [DG95].

Circuit

[Mill92b, BL96, FGW98, Joh98, MMS90, Mm91, MRR96, TNB96, TT94].

Circuits


circulant [CY98, KC98, Mic97].

circular [LB95, BM90a, HT91, Km90b, LR93].

circular-arc [BM90a, HT91, LR93].

circularly [BS98].

circularly-hidden [BS98].

circumscriptive [BS98].

circumscription [Yu94].

Clair [Cad92].

Clark-Jacob [Gra97].

class [CW98a, DT92, Dem95, Gia96, Kem99, LR96, SGB95, Tri92, Xue96].

Classes

[Mu91, BL96, BS97, Cai99, CS99, Cre98, Gup92b, GPV90, Hem94, Kos99, Kum95, MV95, Mäk92a, Mos97, Ram95, RRW94, RRW00, Sze98].

classification

[BS96a, Cai99, GVFS99, MABD90].

classifier [WWT90].

Classifiers [Kum93].

classical [WC92a].

clauses [BCLM92].

clipping [FNTV90].

Clique

[Bnr96, CW92b, Cz92a, Cz97, GH92, Km90b, Lip96, RL96, CFS91].

clock [HL98].

clocks [CB91, HG95, MK94, SK92a].

closed [BHW91, CS90a, SS90].

closedness [Rao95].

closest [Ber93, GMSS99, SS92d, SS92c, Woe92b].

closest-point [Ber93].

closure [ADY91, DP97a, Fv97, Gup92b, KP98a, MP96, Nu94, Ola90b, Tho95].

closures [Mon96, Zha91].

CLUMPS [Cam98].

cluster [GP95b].

Clustering

[Chu91, DC90, DK91, KP94, YH94].

Cn [Che90].

c [AB98, Jur98, Kim94a, YY99].

c- [YY99].

c-minimia [Kim94a].

co-prime [AB98].

co-UP [Jur98].

coalescing [LCL93].

coarsest [CH92c].

cocomparability [RL96].

code

[CLW98, EST99, Km96a, Rib98].

coded [BC95, Sun96].

Codes

[Sta96, Bar95, Bra90, Bur93, JS95, Juk99, JLP96, JP97, KL99, Lam95, LS95a, LC94b, LC94a, Man98, Pir94, Yan91b, YL97a].

coding [DML98, HV96].

coefficients [KA97b].

cographs [YY99a].

coin

[Dij90, HCH94, Ueh95].

Collapse

[Ueh97, Hem94].

collapsing [Boo94].

collection [Dev98, Tho95, YW96].

collections [BU95a, BU95b].

Collisionful

[Gon95a].

collisions [Gon95a].

color [Cr98a, Ola91, RR99b].

colorable

[BK97, CS97a].

Colored [Ust98].

Coloring

[Khu90, KS98b, Ab92, BMN92, BK99, BK97, DGP94, GZ97, Hal93c, HH94, JW95, Joh99, Lia95a, iN97, Raj92, SS94a, SS95a, Sax94, VR96, YY93b].

colorings [RS94b].

colors [HH94].

colour [CL92b].

colourability [DZ98].

colourable [DMM98].

combinatorial [BM91].

combination

[Oli98].

Combinatorial

[DCH96, KO96, Ber94, TIK99].

combinators [Lar95].

combined [AvSW95].

combining [KKK97, KW95].

Comments

[Dun90, TM98, YT96, Pro94].

Comments

[Pet91, VT90, WH95, AAA+91, DW91, Dub90, Gro91a, LP93b].

commitment

[Col94, Saz94].

commodity [KRY94].

Common

[BM90c, BM90b, Tze99, But95, HM98, LL97, Lin91a, New91, NU94, PP90].

common-multiplicand [HM98].

communicating [Goe90, Jac90a, Jac92].
Communication
[ASA97, JW96, VR99, Bar90, BBGT96, CK93a, CMM95, CFGG97, Den96, Gia94, GH92, GH98, GP98a, Lin94, New91, PDBF91, Res96, SY96, TWK99, Yua90].
communication-induced [TWK99].
communication-privacy [CK93a].
communications [Hwa93, Yan91a].
commutative [Bac92, BL90, CDÊ99, MP96, Sat93].
commute [Hec91].
Compact [CC95a, DHO92, Kim96b, Que98, Ziv91].
compacted [LCC93, Lim96].
comparability [BNR96].
Comparison [DML98, BS96b, BCT93, BCDM97, HK96b, SS98a, WM990].
comparisons [DK94c, HK96c].
compatible [Wal98].
competitive [BMI97, CLLR97, HCH94, IR91, PMC97, RR94].
competitiveness [TT93].
compilation [Dan91a].
compilers [LCH93].
complement [VY98, Omo91].
complementation [PK99].
Complete [BIN92, Ste91, BBGT96, CS90a, Dan90, Den99, DK91, Fok94, HR98a, Hwa90, HR98c, IT94, Jer94, Jon98, Kan91, Kan94b, LKP96, KK95a, Kin92, Kob93, Ku95, LW93, LR91, LCW94b, LCW94a, Mal98, MS96a, Mid93, Pel91, Rad92, RRS98, RG93, Sax94, Sei94, Ser91, Sho92, SW92, Tre96, VY98, YL91, YP98, SR90].
Completeness [MR95, Dre93, Kao95, LH92, Pac92a, Pac92b, Ram90, TCC91, WCL98].
completion [Ray95, NN91].
completions [Lam95].
complexities [HP90].
Complexity [CC93, Cre98, CKM97, Dan96, HLW93, HH91, SS92d, SS92c, Acc94, ACH97, Agg92, AGM92, Â991b, Amb99, Ano94, AD96, Bau98, Bac97, Ber99, Bir92, Bir96, BR94c, Bop94, BU91, Bsh95, Cad92, CY94, CL92b, CL93b, CH93b, CW98b, CM94, CD98b, Chi90, CH92c, CJK98, Clo96, CMM95, CDF90, CS90b, CS93b, CL97c, DGL98, DS94a, DB91, DW94, Fei92, Fis95, FMS97, GM94a, GH98, Hag95, HKW90, Her97, How91, How95, IS98, JR91, KKS91, KLW93, KV94, Kir92, KST96, Lar90, LV92a, LC97b, Lin91b, Man94, Mei90, MP98b, Mon96, MK92, New91, PS94, PK99, PP90, RS97, Res96, RS91, San90, SR99, Sh90, SS92b, Sny93, Sze98, Tak92, TNR96, Tod90, TS95b, Tys97, VMD99, Wan91, Wan97a, Wan99b, Weg96, Woe92a, Yan93b, Yao95, Yua90, Zim96].
complexity [Zim97].
complicated [Grã90].
component [Che94b].
components [Fer94, HL91a, Jia93, LR96, MM99, NS94].
componentwise [Kao95].
composite [BBR99].
composition [BMC96, Col94, CK90].
Compositionality [FGR91].
Compressibility [Her97].
compression [DS96a, HV96, YL99].
Computability [SV99].
computable [Maz95, Og96, Sch95a].
Computation [Mor92, BGOS95, BCM91, BCM92, Cam98, CH92b, CM94, DS96a, DBM97, Fer94, Gur93, Gur94, Han95, Hor98, HWT99, JCH94, KJ98, KK92b, PR91, SW98, TV96].
Computation-universality [Mor92].
Computational
[Höf93, CL93b, DG97, Gol90, HP90, LC97b, LP97b, MM99, Mon96, Nas98, van93].
computationally [Pau96].
computations [Fid98, FHT93, FJ95, HL92, KB90, Nys96, Tho98].
compute [COS95, IZ94, KAL93, MS94, MS95].
computer [BLF98, Dan91b, NF92].
computers [CST94, FY93, GZ91, JW96, MP91, SC90].
Computing [AS90, ABMP91, CXZ99, CRC98, CT91, CD94a, Dan93, FH94, Juk95, KK95b, Kuc97, LP97a, Mat91a, MR92, NMS97a, Rot91, Sho91a, Srin99, SW93b, Vel94, Wis92, Zhu92, dDDS97, vB97, Ac94, Agg92, BR97, BU98, BM92, BC95, CH97, Che92c, CC94b, CK90, DKK92, GM90, GM92a, Hir96, Lan91, MN98, Pri95, Sen97, Sky91, Wan92a].
concave [GP90a, HS91a, HS94]. concept [BL96]. concepts [SS98a, Wan99a].
Concerning [CB91, DT93b, GHS93, MR95, WS96, ZJ94].
concise [Yod91].
concurrent [KLR97, ÁG91b, Bar90, Che91b, KK98, SZ92a, Yen91].
condition [CY96, KT90, Sta96, TCL93].
conditional [SV99].
configuration [HI97]. configurations [RL93].
Conflict [Naw91, Esp92, Yan91a, Yen91].
Conflict-free [Esp92, Yen91]. conflicts [HK97b, LC94a]. Confluence [Mühl92, KMTd94]. confluent [Ohl95, Ott95a, STKK97]. conformance [CLBW90].
congruence [ETA92, Hef91, IN90, Sch92a, Val95a].
Congruent [HSZF93].
connection [Al99, GHS93, LM98, Lub90]. connections [BCBF95, GM97, MP98a].
Conjunctive [DS96b, War98]. Connected [AR92, Chl96, CH98, CS91b, Dre93, Fer94, FHL97, GZ91, HL91a, Hi90, Jia93, KC90, KK95a, Kri93, Lai95b, MM99, IN92, NSSL94, Pas92b, IT96, WLK92, dBL96].
connectedness [Khu99, Khu00].
Construct [Bar96, Lip96, NF95].
connections [Bac98]. Connectivity [Kul97, Lau90a, ASS97, BC93, Epp97, IY98, IIO97, KKS91, SR95, Sin92b]. conquer [PAD99, WF96].
Consecutive [DG99, CW99]. Consensus [YWC99, AT99, CY94, FMT93, Tan91a, Nie94].
Conservative [FS97, LC91a, DB91, GÁL94, H`uy91, JCH94, Mai94b, MÁK92, MÁK92a, Mye95, Pit95, RK96, RS99, Ros98, Slo90, TW94, Zha92].
context-free [AGM92, AL90b, CL91a, DB91, GÁL94, H`uy91, JCH94, Mai94b, MÁK92, MÁK92a, Mye95, Pit95, RK96, RS99, Ros98, Slo90, TW94, Zha92].
context-sensitive [DB91, Slo90].
contingency-free [JH93b]. context [AGM92, AL90b, CL91a, DB91, GÁL94, H`uy91, JCH94, Mai94b, MÁK92, MÁK92a, Mye95, Pit95, RK96, RS99, Slo90, TW94, Zha92].
content [BS96a]. content [BS96a]. contention [JH93b].
contention-free [JH93b]. context [AGM92, AL90b, CL91a, DB91, GÁL94, H`uy91, JCH94, Mai94b, MÁK92, MÁK92a, Mye95, Pit95, RK96, RS99, Slo90, TW94, Zha92].
Conversion [HK96c, CD93a, Coh94, PK93]. conversion [BP94, BP95c, BP95b, KA97b, RP99].
convex [BGOS95, CXZ99, CD99, CDP96, DMK90, DV94, DW96, DG95, DS94a, FH94, GJS99, He91, Ker92, Lar90, Lé97, LB95, MRSW95, Nie96, RWZW91, RW92, Saa97, Sto91].
convex-hull-and- [DV96].
convex-hull-and-line [DvR94].
Deadlines [Fre83, DB95, KS97a, Ple90, SY93].
Deadlock [SB90, UH95, Hof94, LKCNW91, PDBF91, TC99, Val95a]. Deadlock-free [SB90, UH95, PDBF91].
deadlock-preserving [Val95a].
deadlocks [LK95]. debate [RS96b]. debit [SG92].
debugging [SO97]. decentralized [Hof94, Yua90]. Decidability [GOPR92, Sat93, WS96, Gro92, LRH+95, Sin94a].
declare [Yen91]. Deciding [Jur98, MN92, Her96].
Decimal [DP97b].
decision [Blu92, BV98, BLW96, Bop94, GM94a, Her93, JR91, Sch92a, SHS98, Sim91, Vas97, Wan91].
decision-tree [Bop94]. decisions [KKK97].
declare [Rif98]. decoders [IC98, TM98].
Decoding [Bar95, CWL99, Chau97a, LCW94a, TM98]. decomposable [GJT98]. decomposed [Gar92].
Decomposing [QMA91]. Decomposition [CDF96, dv94]. Decreasing [Mac95].
decremental [ASS97]. dedicated [BBDD93, BDD92, BDD94]. deduction [NN91]. deductive [LPN+90, LH93].
deeper [HK96a, SCGD92a]. defaults [LS92]. defective [LC94b]. defectives [Dam98]. Deferred [AR91, CMS90].
definability [Dam92]. definite [Nep99, WY92a]. definitely [Sac96].
definition [DK94c, Yod91, ZD90, RT99].
definitions [Tys97]. deflection [Sym99].
degradation [JCT99]. Degree [TT92a, BOR96, MMM99, MS98, Mei90, SS94a, SS95a]. degrees [JS93]. Delauzy
[AHR99, Di90, Lam97, Sug94, SI95]. delay [BS94a, JT94]. delays [BBGT96]. deleting [Car91].
deletion [HM95, Mes91]. deletions [DP97a, HM96]. delivery [AB92, BP95a].
demand [ML95, PG95b]. demand-based [ML95]. Denotational [BMC96]. Dense
[RG93, HSZF93, SSC98, Spi93, Ver97, dIVK99]. Density [Sas91, SV96].
dependence [AFM94]. dependencies [GW96, LL99a, MC92, Mal98, QB99].
dependency [KKK97, ME97, WLF94].
dependent [CD98b, Gaw96, HILW93, JM94a, Woe95].
deplanarized [FHT93]. Depth [Dam99, MAUY98, BB94b, Bop97, yC90, CDA91, CW97a, Chio, CD94b, DN93,
Gro98, HHH91, Joh98, Juk95, KS90, MH96, Mil92b, Mnv91, RW91, RW93, RLDL94, Tho95, TT94, TV96, Weg93, FGN97].
depth- [Gro98, Juk95, RW93].
Depth-efficient [Dam99]. Depth-first
[MAUY98, CDA91, CW97a, CD94b, DN93, KIS90, MH96, RLDL94].
Depth-First-Search [FGN97]. dequeue [CD93b]. dequeues [CD93b]. Derivation
[BJ91, BF96b, Chau9b, Fv97, Hoo90, KS91, S99]. derived [Mas91]. Deriving
[Bo93, CV95]. DESCEND [VHV93]. descendents [SB96]. describable [Sho92].
description [Kim96a, LCH93, SO97].
descriptive [CS93b]. descriptor [YL91]. Design [KM96, BS96b, ZHT99, H91, HH99, KCK93, Mur90, Pra96].
Designing [GM94b, KRY94]. designs [Ber94, TIK99].
Detecting [CH92a, FW92, GM97, RRS99].
detection [Gia94, Hof94, Jac90b, MK94, Nav91, RS90].
detectors [RT99]. determinacy [Pet94a].
determinant [Sen97]. determination [IY98].
determined [LC99a]. Determining [ARS93, BC93, Lin94, Kei91, She91a].
deterministic [AD97, CY95, FG93, LP94a, LC94a, Li93, Mor97, Nys96, Sho90, So90, Tuz90].
detour [NPW98]. detour-critical [NPW98].
dependum [GI91]. developing [Miz99].
development [Brij3b]. developments
[Wha92]. devices [Hwa92b]. DEXPTIME
[Sei94]. DEXPTIME-complete [Sei94]. DFA [SHS98]. DFS [Jia91a, Jia91b].
DFS-traversing [Jia91a]. diagnosis
[KCLA99]. diagonal [AS90, Zhu92].
diagram [SHS98, Tip90]. diagrams [BLW96, CHT90, HP90, HKK92, Kih98].
diameter [CC93, FHL97, HT95, JM94b, Lat93, QM90, RS93, THHC99]. diameters
[Che92c]. diametral [DKS97]. Diamond [CD93b]. dictionaries
[GM98, MSK96, MN90, Owo93]. dictionary [AF92]. difference
[BF96a, Ski96, Var90, Wag98]. differences [GPS92]. different
[AD97]. differential [Ada92, YT95]. difficult [SI95]. difficulty
[GJK92]. Diffie [BBR99]. diffusion [XL93].
digital [Epp97, Hwa93]. digraph [HS97, KV94, Pas92b, VCS96]. digraphs
[HP97b, HS95, KW92, Nu994, TS95c]. dilation [PSSV93]. dimension
[CKMK97, DKK92, Lit95, NS96a, NS96b, Pan96a, Sim91, SR98]. Dimensional
[WC90, AF92, BYR93, BCS97, CST94, CL93c, CL97b, CGR93, ESW96, GP90a, HI90, HL95, Jag97, Kan91, KP98b, MT98a, Mor92, NMS97b, Pet95, Rob90, VT93, Woe98]. dimensions
[Ber93, Cha94, DK91, KB95]. dining [HP92]. Diophantine [Cus95]. direct
[DS94b, RP99, TT94, WLF94]. Directed
[RS94a, Ama93, BC93, CT93, Dan91a, FGN97, JM94b, Mei90, MS994, NS994, NU94, QM90, SC94, Vos93, vB97].
direction [BV98, FMS97, Fl997].
directional [DS98, Han95]. directory
[AP93, Pro94, TSH97]. disabling [Mas91].
Disassembly [Maz93]. discrepancy
[AM95]. discrete
[CNV92, DNPS98, HI97, KKK97].
discrete-state [CNV92]. Disjoint [Kha94b, Mic97, Agg92, Alb92, BLHWD99, BR94b, CM94, Cou97, DS95, GP97, GP98b, HS91a, HS94, LKCNW91, PM94, QMA91, RG93].
disjunctions [Cal94]. disjunctive
[Ger97, Kam90]. disk
[CNV92, Che95c, MK96, Oya95, SR96a].
disks [MV91, VM97]. dispatching [Que98].
dissimilar [AS97]. Distance
[SSCK94, AI 96, BCMS97, BCM91, BCM92, BC95, CC94a, Dan93, FMF95, Hir96, JS95, JT94, KK92b, Le97, Len92, MN93b, OS95, Pal90, Rot91, Sh91a, ZSS92]. distance-hereditary [MN93b].
distance-three [JS95]. distance-transitive
[JT94]. Distances
[GPS92, DS93a, MV91, MK96, Vis92, WT97].
distinction [DKL99]. distinctions [Hal93a].
distinctness [Bop94, LO94, Sze96].
Distributed
[BC94, DF91, Ere91, Gia94, Lat91, MH96, MK94, Maz93, Maz97, R90, Wan97b, AB92, Ab90, AV94, AR96a, AF96, BH90, BCLM92, BF96b, CR98b, CG91, CB91, CT93, D94b, Fid98, FJ9R95, Gho91, Gre95, HW90, HP92, Joh99, KFY94, KM91, KIS90, LK95, LC97b, Man94, PK90, R91, RV93, Ray99, RW97, San98, SM92, SM95, SR92, Tri92, VT90, Ver87, WS94, WJ95, YW96, Nei94].
Distributing
[BY91, Bsh97, Her91a, H97, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, KKK97, Ker92, KP91, KL97, LC96, LV92a, Sch95a, TH99]. distributions
[Fla94, Lon94, MP98a]. distributive
[Han91]. div [M91]. divide
[PAD99, WF96]. divide-and-conquer
[WF96]. Dividing
[CL96]. divisible
[V97b]. division
[CS92, Gup92b, HP94, Mar90, PSL92, PH92, Tuz90, de95]. divisor
[PP90]. divisors [HP94]. DMC [YL99].
DNF [Bsh96, CGL98, Den99, Fla94, Kha94b, Kus97, PR93]. DNFs [HK92]. do
[Zha91]. document [Chu99]. Does
[Cha92, H93]. domain [Hec91]. domains
[FV90].

dominance [GK98b, MT98a, SR96a].
dominances [Mat91a]. dominant
[FP94]. dominating
[COS95, DKS97, Irv91, KT97, Par91a].
Domination
[DMK90, AR92, CL93a, GSSH93, KS97b, LRDL91, Lia95b, SMN95+95, YL90]. Dominations [Lia94a]. dominators
[ACJ96, Gup95], domino [TWK99].

domino-free [TWK99]. don't

[Aku95, MB91]. double [AR99, yCGIW99a, yCGIW99b, Gua98, LM98, LCW94b, LCW94a, MG90, SLCH98, Eng92].
double-ended [AR99].

double-error-correcting [LCW94b, LCW94a]. double-loop [yCGIW99a, yCGIW99b, Gua98].

doubly [Sp93]. down [FG93, KS91, SB95, Sch97].

dragging [Kim90c].

drawing [BG92, LL96, BH98, CS97a, CP95, Kim97, SKKC98, Tre96, WCY99].

drawings [Bie98, DLR90, ESW96, TTV91].

driven [Lin93a]. dual [BG92, Rav94, Tan91].

dually [dFMdM99].

due [GK98a].

duo [DGS97].

duo-processor [DGS97].

duration [Rab98, MP97].

durations [CHR91].

dynamic [CMS90, CL97b, Epp97, FS97, Gup92a, Mes91, Myo91, Myo92, Alb92, BGP+97, Bh95, BG94, BJ97, CJ90, yCGIW99a, yCGIW99b, CLM96, DS96a, DV98b, DV99, Fer94, FRS94, GP90a, GIZ96, HS91b, IL96, IL97, Jan91a, KS98a, KLR97, LR94, LCH93, L97, Que98, RR94, RZ92, SS94, Tam91, WJ95, XSR98].

dynamic-programming [All92].

dynamical [SD97]. dynamically [LMS96]. dynamics [Tsa90].

dynamization [Cris91].

Eades [BR98], eager [All92]. Ear [Fra99].

Earley [Lee92]. easier [BBR99]. East [Riv93].

Easy [But95]. eavesdropper [Al 96].

ECFSM [HHL95]. ECFSM-based [HHL95]. economics [Tho98].

ED0L [WS96].

Edge [NF92, SMN+95, Alb92, BNM92, BLHDW99, BR94b, BJ92, CR98a, CM94, Cou97, Dam95, DP97a, GSSH93, HR97, HJL+91, IK93, JW95, KPC+95, KK95b, Lia95a, LX99, LKCNW91, MSNR96, NP9W98, NCK99, PM94, RG93, SD91, WH97, LW93, VSS96].

edge-coloring [Alb92, JW95, Lia95a].

edge-disjoint [Alb92, BLHDW99, BR94b, CM94, Cou97, LKCNW91, RG93].

edge-length [LX99].

edge-set [DP97a]. edges

[HR98a, LC93, MS92, Rhe98, VB96b, Zue91].

edit [BC95].

editing [SZZ92]. Editor [Piet91, DF96a].

Effect [Sas91, Bar90, BL9W96, Us96, Us98].

Effective [SCGD92a, ELS93, Huy91].

effectiveness [LBL98]. efficiency [CT97, DN93].

Efficient [AF95, AL99, BCBF95, CW92b, CCH93a, CY97, C90, Ch97a, CR91, DM90, EK96, FLMSS98, FRS94, GSSH93, Gue90, GJS99, Hwa92b, IK93, KS98a, KL97, Koc98, Lee90, LY99, N91, OM97, Owo93, RPG98, RLDL94, SC90, ST90, TM98, Ueh95, Weg90, A95, AR96a, BA95, BW90, BU98, Che92b, CST94, Che95d, CWL99, CD96, D92, Dam99, DS99, DJS96, FMT93, GJT98, GP91, GL92, Han91, HK90, He91, HP96, HT92, HMP96, IC98, JCH94, KA97a, KC91a, KC92, L92, LP91b, MSK96, MI94, N94, NM99, Nu94, PCK95, Pax92, Shv92, SK92a, ST93, Ten90, TT92b, TC99, Th95, TW95, Tsa93, Von92, WCT99, YDL94, ZI98].

efficiently [Che95b, DMS94, Gav93b, LSW98, NL94, SVK99].

efficiency [LS94].

El-Yaniv-Fiat-Karp-Turpin [DS98].

Elastic [Hac93].

elastically [ND95]. election [BT90, GG96, KM91, Sin92b, Sin94b].

Element [CH95, AD97, Bop94, L094, Sze96].

elementary [Eng92, Rab98, S99].

elements [JP97, Pro95, WS94, Wie97].

Eliminating [Cal94, KS90].

elimination [Asp95, DN93, K96, KK95b, MNU90, Pan96b].

ellipse [San96].

ellipses [GS98a].

elliptic [KOT95, ZI98].

embeddable [ND95].

embedded [CH92, OV96].

Embedding [CC97, LR91, Sch92b, Tse96, CC95a, Gou98, HLV97, HHL99, MNT92, NB96, ON96, RG93, ST98, SS92b, SLCH98, TT92a, VCS96].

Embeddings [Gre98].

emptiness [FV90].

emptive [DB95].
fail [FP91b, Shv92]. fail-stop [Shv92]. Failure [LvBDW92, RT99]. Failure-equivalent [LvBDW92]. Fair [BGP97, LH95, Dij90, HSC93, PK90].
Fast [BYR93, BYP96, CCG99, FY93, Gem92, GSSD97, HP94, KC90, Kar93, KK92b, Lia95a, Lin91a, Omo91, Que98, Ros98, Sei96, TB97, XSR98, AF96, vB99, Che92b, CC94a, Che95d, CC99, CWL99, Chu97b, CK90, Der95, DJS96, EL939, GP90b, LO90, Low98a, MP91, Mak90a, MT93, NBY99, NR99, Pug90, PN94, SY96, SGSD99, Ziv91].
Faster [GS98b, KB92]. fastest [SK91]. fat [Ove92]. Fault [CC92, GV93, JM94c, RS93, She91b, SLCH98, AO92, Cal99, Ch98, yCGIW99a, yCGIW99b, GG96, GP90b, HHS99, KCLA99, KB94, Lat93, MS92, PP94, Pru94, SV94, Shv91, VCS96, WLK92, Wan97b, WHS97, ZD90].
fault-containment [GG96]. fault-diameter [Lat93]. fault-tolerance [Shv91]. Fault-tolerant [CC92, She91b, AO92, Ch98, yCGIW99a, yCGIW99b, KB94, MS92, SV94, VCS96, WLK92, Wan97b].
faults [BOR96, DV98b, DV99, FKP93]. faulty [Das98, OM97, Pel91, SGB92, Sen98, Tse96].
FFT [HS95]. Fiat [DS98]. Fibonacci [Dro95, PRS96, Tre96, de 95]. field [AH94, Lan91]. files [Sho90, Sho91b, Von92]. FIFO [BP95a, Lin94]. file [DM98, GIZ96, KCK93, Mat90]. files [Gof99, KC96, MZ93]. fill [Asp95]. filter [GSSD97]. filtering [CH93b]. filters [GVFS99]. final [Lys94]. find [BR94c, TT90, Pro95]. Finding [AL95, Als96, BJ92, CR98b, CL92a, Che94a, Cin90, DL92, Den90, FKP93, HJL91, Iba97, IT94, Kim90a, LR93, LR96, LL99b, MS90b, NP989, NU94, SH94, Sen90, Spi91, Woe92b, Yao92, YJ93, AS97, Alb94, AC96, BTV94, CDF96, Che92b, Che94b, CW97a, CG939, DO92, DG95, He91, HP96, HW96, HAM11, HTC92, IK93, Kim90b, KPC95, Kim96b, MMS90, Mar94, NSS94, Par91a, Pri91, RLRD94, SS94a, SS95a, SAF95, SY96, SK92b, TY94, Woe92a, WT97, Ziv91].
fine [Yen95]. finger [DR94]. Finitary [Mow92, AI97, BL90]. Finite [SDB97, BF96a, Blu96, BIN92, CI95, Fei92, Fors97, FG98W, GS96a, Gre98, GMP98, Hir97, HLV92, IC98, Jed90, JR91, Jon97, Kuc99a, Kut90, Lam95, MK92, Ott95a, RS95a, Sat93, Sho90, Sho91b, Sh90, TM98, Tze96, Von92, WIO99]. finite-difference [BF96a]. finite-state [IC98, TM98].
Finitely [BCW99, Len92]. Finitistic [Lac96]. firm [DB95]. First [FGN97, OV96, CHL97, CDA91, CD92, CW97a, CD94b, DN93, DP97a, HC92, KIS90, MH96, Man90, MAUY98, NL96, RLRD94, Sim95, Tho95].
First-order [OV96]. five [KB95]. Fixed
[Cai96, DD90, Hoa90, Mat95a, Tur91a, AB98, BFR98, BNN91, Cha90, DB95, FW92, HP94, Ku97, SV94, Tsa93, Woe92b].
Fixed-parameter [Cai96, BFR98]. Fixed-point [Mat95a]. Fixed-radius [DD90, Tur91a].
Fixed-point [Mat95a]. Floating [Cai96, BD95, FW92, HP94, Ku97, SV94, Tsa93, Woe92b].
Fixed-parameter [Cai96, BFR98]. Floating [Cai96, BD95, FW92, HP94, Ku97, SV94, Tsa93, Woe92b].
Floating [Cai96, BD95, FW92, HP94, Ku97, SV94, Tsa93, Woe92b].
Floating-point [BD95, FW92, HP94, Ku97, SV94, Tsa93, Woe92b].
Flooding [Cai96, BFR98]. Forbidden [CMR98, CLP91].
Flow [Alo90, AM98, CW98a, CM99b, DK97, Gol91, Gol92, KRY94, LY90, SK98a, SW92, TV93, Tsa92, XSR98].
Flowshop [CW99]. Flow [Alo90, AM98, CW98a, CM99b, DK97, Gol91, Gol92, KRY94, LY90, SK98a, SW92, TV93, Tsa92, XSR98].
flush [Ahu90, Ahu93, Ahu96]. flush-vector-time [Ahu93, Ahu96]. fly [FJJR95]. forbidden [CMR98, CLP91].
Forest [Rav94]. Forests [AS94, She91a]. formal [Lar98, War98, Eng92]. Formal [AG97, BF96b, BGM90, Don95, S99].
Formalism [LSS92]. formed [BR98, GP96]. former [Riv93]. forms [Mok97, O'C95, Pal93]. formula [BF97, Che92b, Jha98, YMC98]. Formulae [BB94b, Cad92, Fla94]. Formulas [BB94b, Cad92, Fla94].
Formulae [BB94b, Cad92, Fla94]. Formulas [BB94b, Cad92, Fla94]. Formulas [BB94b, Cad92, Fla94].
Fossil [YW96]. Four [HL98, Slo95, iNR97]. four-connected [iNR97]. four-partitioning [iNR97].
Fratal [UG92]. Frederickson [SY93]. free [AGM92, AL90b, CL91a, COS95, Esp92, Gál94, Huy91, JHH93b, Kha94a, Khu90, KK98, Klo96, KMW98, Kol94, LV92b, Lit91, LS92, Mai94b, Mák92b, Mák92a, Mos97, MP96, Mye95, Ola90b, Pit95, PDBF91, RK96, RS99, Ros98, SB90, Ste91, TV93, TW94, TKW99, UH95, Xue96, Yen91, Zha92, Gou95b]. freeness [CR91]. Frequency [WWT90].
Fringe [DPP96, Mah98]. Fringe-balanced [Mah98]. Fully
[BP94, BP95c, BP95b, IL96, LL94b, Nys96, Pet95]. Function
[BW98, Erc91, Gál97, Gup92b, Jon97, Kha94a, Kos99, LTT95, Loe97, Mou99]. Functional
[Bl91, Kor95, LNP90, LL99a, MC92, Pio90]. Functions
[CHM92, Mul91, Og96, Amb99, Ber99, BCBF95, CYY92, Chi90, Cla92, Cus96, CS96, Dan96, Dun90, Fei92, GM94a, Gon95a, GHS93, Gup92b, HK92, Hoa90, IZ94, Jai99, Jon99, Juk95, Kob95, Koc89, Kum95, Lé97, LW94, LM93, MTR93, MS99b, Maz95, N98, O'C94, O'C95, PLS97, Pet95, RS97, RS94a, Rub92, SZ94, SH94, SLCS98, SCFP99, TNBP96, TV96, Weg93, Yod91, YT96, Yu90, Zip97]. Fundamental [IL96].
Further [Gro91a]. Furthest [GM92a]. Future [Ahu93, Ahu96]. Fuzzy
[ABK98, GAG91, KLL93, MZM99, YH94]. FX [KP91].
G [SY93]. Galois [Bac98, The95]. Game
[BB94a, Dan91b, DKV95, GH92, LS95a]. Games
Gates [Dan96, Gol95a, Gro98, Juk95, RW93]. GCD [Lan91, LS99a, SL97]. Generability [Dam92]. General
[BB94a, CDA91, CY96, GVFSS99, Jan92, KAL93, Ott95a, Uhl91, WF96, Zha91]. Generalised [MV95]. Generalization
[DK94c, BW90, CJ97, Fag96, Kru95, Ola90a]. Generalized
[AQS97, CS90a, EV97, Gup95, ZNN95, Ali96, BBR99, Che95a, CC95b, CL95, DT92, DCH96, FV95, GJS97, KM96, KS97c, Lit95, MN93a, Obe95, Pan90, SSO94, TS95b, Wan92a]. Generate [All94]. Generated
[BH99, BV92, SS92d, SS92e, Tuz90]. Generating
[Al90, AS92a, BS99, CHM92, KR92b, Mal94b, Mil92a, Ste94, S99, AD97, Bai92, BS94a, CH97, GK97, Kor93, Liu90, Pan96b, van91a]. Generation [ARS98, AS94,
vB99, hC98, CK93b, Go95b, Jon97, Kor94, KL98, KL99, Lee90, San90, SC93, Vaj98.

Generational [Lin93b], generations [CD93a], generator [DH98, Naw91].

generators [GSSD97, JLP96, SGG98, SL96].

generic [Fos93, LW94].

Generator [DH98, Naw91].

generators [GSSD97, JLP96, SGG98, SL96].

generic [Fos93, LW94].

Generic [Kun93, CD93a, Cha95a, Cha95b, SGD98, SL96].

genetic-programming [SGD98].

genus [CKK97].

Geodetically [CH98].

Geographic [CHT90].

Geometric [EYK95, CJ90, HHI97, LV92c, iT96].

Geometry [DG97, HP90].

Giancarlo [CL97c].

Girard [HM99].

Givens [YY92].

Glance [Gum93].

Glasses [PS98].


globally [Slo90].

Goals [DCD96, LC99a].

Golay [HRR98].

Gons [RWZW91, RW92].

Good [YY92].

Grammar [LC94a, BH99, Chu99, SO97].

Grammars [AL90b, DBT90, FP94, Gal94, Ist97, Jef91, LC91a, LC91b, LK97, Mak90b, Ma92b, Ma92a, Pav92, Pit95, RK96, RS99, SC93, Sid90, TW95, Zha92].

Grammatical [Mak90b, Ma92b, Ma92a].

Graph [ABMP91, AR96a, AHI93, Ban96, BS99, BR94b, Bi98, Bus92, Cai96, Cha91, CKK97, Che91b, CM94, CC95b, CC98, CP95, CSS92, COS95, Dan93, DCG99, DGP94, ESW96, ERC94, FW92, Gav93b, Hal93c, HW90, HMP95, HW96, HAM11, HTC91, IT98, Jer94, JM94b, JM94c, JT94, KS94, Kim90a, Kin92, KK95b, Lat93, LR93, Lip96, Lit95, MM92, MN92, Me90, Mon96, NB96, NSS94, OS95, PPK98, QMA91, RR90, Ray95, SDG92, SHC+93, SL93, Sub95a, Sub95b, SC94, VS96, WCY99, Wis92, YH94, YMC98, Yan91a, YLW91, YY92, Zuc91, Bas94].

Graphical [Bo93].

Graphs [KKM99, Alb92, Ama93, AR90, AR92, BNR96, BG91, BM90a, BCDM94, BK97, BV98, BH98, BM98, BHW99, BC93, CS97a, CH91, Cha94, CHT90, CW92b, CL93a, CC97, CH98, CNP98, Cha02, CHL97, Che95b, CH97a, Chi96, CJ97, Clm90, CKN95, Cou97, CDP96, CKU98, DMM98, DMK90, DS99, DT92, DT93a, DV98b, DKS97, DLR90, DTT92, DCH96, FBW91, Flo91, FPT97, FGN97, FHT93, GS98b, GM94a, Gia96, Gia94, GLY98, GSH93, GP95b, GP97, GP98b, GZ97, HSY97, Han92, HR98a, HP97a, HP97b, HKW90, HC99a, HL96, HW93b, HTC92, HJL91, HT91, HLC92, HZS99, IWW93, IK97, IY98, JW95, Jia91a, Jia91b, JB99, Joh99, Kan94a, Kao95, Kh90, Kim96b, Kir92, KS90, KIo96, KKM98, KM98, KS98b, LW93, LL98, LWS99, LRL91, Lia94a, Lia94b, LB95, Lia95b].

Graphs [LR96, LO90, LT97, LKCN91, MVR96, Ma94a, MSW93, Meh88, Me90, MS96a, Mic97, Mid93, Mos97, MS92, MN93b, INR97, INM97, ND95, Nk95b, NR98, Ola90b, Ola91, PR91, PM94, Pan96b, Par91a, PC92, PS95a, PS95b, RS96, RS94b, RL96, RL96, Rfe98, Ros99, RS93, RR99b, Rus95, SS94a, SS95a, SR95, Sch92b, SH93, SSO94, Sim95, SK92b, SMN95, STR98, STN90, SGB95, TTV91, TV93, TB97, TR95, i96, THHC99, UG92, VS95a, VKM92, Ves93, WKL92, WM96, WCL95, WHS97, WH98, Woe90, Xuc96, YC94, YDL94, Y98, YY93b, YTC93, Zel93, dFMdM99, b97].

Gray [KL99].

Greedy [HR98c].

Greed [BNMN92, BNHK99, BT97, Col94, GHY93, KP92, MT92b, Ola91, Par91a, SCGD92b, SR96a, Sla97, TTT90, TTC94].

Greibach [Eng92].

Grid [AZ91, AE97, CS97a, CP95, KC91b, NB96, Neu96].

Grids [CM98b, Daw92].

Gröbner [Acc94].

Ground [KR95, PS98].

Groups [Dan98, DV98a, Hwa92c, WHL99].

Groups [LYC99, Rit94, Rit95, Ste91].

Guarantee [Hal93c, KLP98, Zis95].

Guaranteeing
MR95, MY96, MP96, Mye95, Nys96, Ogi95, PG95b, Pin95, Que98, Ros98, RS91, Sal96, SL95, Slo90, S99, TW94, Wan98, Yen95. Large [Zim97, Bai92, BH98, CD96, Col94, LY98, Lip96, MSK96, Owo93, Spi91, Tho98].

large-memory [Tho98].

large-memory [Tho98].

latency [AS92b, Gas91].

least [GBK98a].

Latency [SW98].

Latency-of-Data-Access. [SW98].

lateness [BBDD93].

Later [Hen92].

Latin [JS95, KC98].

lattice [GMSS99, Hen97, Pal90, SS92d, SS92c].

lattice-theoretic [Pal90].

lattices [NR99].

law [BGKL98, Zim96].

laws [Lac96].

layer [GM92c, TS95a].

layers [Nie96].

layout [CM99a, GIZ96, MAUY98, SDG92, TT90, Yan98].

layouts [YP98].

Lazy [All92, BA95, Hil95, Lin92, PG95b, Wan90b].

LC [TW95].

LCA [Wen94].

LCF [VS95b].

leader [GG96, Sin92b, Sin94b].

leads [Cal94, Pac92a, Pac92b].

leads-to [Cal94, Pac92a, Pac92b].

leaf [BL96, BS97].

Learn [Kha94b].

learnability [Fla94, KB92].

Learning [CGL98, Ker92, MP98a, AD96, BCBF95, Bsh96, Bsh97, BTW98, GR97, GLR99, Jai95, Kum95, Kus97, Lon94, Sak91a, Slo95].

learning-theoretic [Kum95].

least [BU98, Cri91, Ols97, WC90].

Leaves [GMM94, Mat90].

left [Mii92].

left-linear [Mii92].

leftmost [Gur93, Gur94].

lemma [Ohr93, Ola90a].

length [AH94, Alt90, vB99, BF96a, BC95, Bur93, CW92a, CN94, CM98b, DP93, DPP96, Fra99, HC99a, LX99, LYC99, MZ93, NC99, RU93, WCT99].

length-constrained [WCT99].

lengths [YW96].

less [Loe97, PM97, YJ93].

LETOL [Gar93].

Lett [AAA+91, Ahn96, BP95c, BP95b, BDP94a, BDDS94, BU95a, BM90b, BCM92, DF96a, Dun90, F99, HS94, Har96, KC92, Mis92, NAG96, Pac92a, Pet91, Pro94, Rtt95, SS95a, SH93, Sny91a, SY93, Sub95a, SS92d, YT96, LCW94b].

Lett. [Gro91a].

Letter [DF96a, Pet91, AKK97].

Letters [Cha02, CK96a, yCGJ99b, HAM11, Khu90, NS96a, NM96, RR90].

level [ACS99, CM99b, TK99, Ust96].

levels [Lar98].

Lexical [DBT90, Naw91, Ski93, Wan90a].

lexicographic [BS94a, Sim95].

lie [CLP91].

life [LC94b].

light [Sub95a, Sub95b].

lights [ECOUX95].

like [Bil93, BL93, HP95, IP95, Joh98, MSV96, Og95, SC90].

limitation [Fid98].

Limitations [AF96, Høf93].

limited [Ber95, GM91, KPC95, Og96, TN96, WS96].

line [ASS97, BM97, BN92, BKR94, BGP+97, Bre92, CS97a, Cha92, CW93, CV94, CV97b, CKU98, DS96a, DV94, DW96, ES98, GJT98, GI96, HP97b, HS97, ST97, KT96, MU90, MN91, NL96, PR94, RR94, Ray95, RW96, Rot91, Sga97, TT93, TCT94, VCS96, WY95, Wis92, Zha97, van92b].

Linear [AR90, ETA92, HT91, Hüh93, IY98, Juk99, Kac95, RW91, VA97a, VMD99, Wan97a, Wei94, WY95, AZ91, BMC96, CM98a, CDF96, CY98, CL93b, CV97a, CP95, CSS92, Cla92, COS95, CKN+95, Cot97, DL92, Den90, DDK+98, Dro96, ERC94, E92, FNT90, GP90a, Go95b, HMP95, Hir96, H96, HS96, HS97b, HAM11, H96, HM95, IK97, Kim97, KST96, KMP90, LWS99, LLM97, Lee96, Lin90, Lin96, LT97, MSW93, Mak90b, MT98a, Man90, Man96, Meg92, Mog94, MK92, Mii92, Myo91, Myo92, MW97, iNR97, Pan96b, PC92, PWL94, PPK98, PR93, Pre93, RL94, RW94, RR99b, RAG94, Rub92, Sat93, Sat97, Sat98, SL95, Ser91, She92, Sho91a, SW93a, ST90, Tse99, VM92, War98, Yan93b, Y95, Zhu92].

Linear-size [RW91].

Linear-time [Kao95, Wei94, CDF96, CL93b, CP95, FTV90, GP90a, HMP95, H96, LWS99, LT97, MSW93, iNR97, VKM92, War98].

linearly [Asp95, MR92].

lines [HS91a, HS94, Kei91, SS95b].

link [AL95, CM98b, EGL96, KKL97].

linkage
[HCY96, LC97a]. linked [Sax94]. links
[Sen98, Tse96]. LISP [Van92a]. List
[WC91, AvSw95, AM97, AM90, BdW99, HM96, HW99, Ira91, Kin96b, LP94b, Ped94, RW96, Res92, SM94, Tei93]. list-ranking
[AM90]. list-update [Ped94]. listing
[Epp94]. lists [Blu92, HS91b, Sax94, Sen91]. Literal
[MY96]. Liveness
[KvdA99, AAA+91, CL91a, DW90, Gum93]. LL
[Van93a]. load
[CFGG97, Coh94, LS90, MP97, XL93]. Local
[AP95, Kih98, Ali96, BL96, Fis95, FS92, GM98, HCF91, MW90, MW91]. Locality
[Thi93, CL92c]. locally
[KKM99]. location
[ACS99, EGL96, Ove92, Tam91]. log
[GKL96, Ser91]. log-space
[Ser91]. logarithm
[HI97]. Logarithmic
[Kim90, Yua94, BP98, Bij91, Bir96, BLM90, BM98, HCF91, MW90, MW91]. Logic
[AP93, Pro94]. Maintaining
[CD98a, DP97a, MSNR96]. maintenance
[FGN97, FS97, IL96, Jan91a]. majority
[ARS93, FS97, Gol95a, OSK96]. make
[Var90]. makespan
[TF92, Tsa92]. magic
[MN93a]. magic-sets
[MN93a]. mail
[BHMS90]. Main
[AP93, Pro94]. management
[AF95, CL97b, CM96, FRS94, KB94]. Manhatan
[GJK92, Kan94a]. Manhattan
[CY92, GM94a, RR93]. manipulation
[CR98b, yCGW99a, yCGW99b, Gua98, PDBF91, SLCH98]. mapping
[LP94a]. mapping
[L90]. Loopless
[Kor94, KL99, KL98, Vaj98, van91a]. loops
[LM98, Nik95a]. loosely
[MS90a]. lossless
[HV96]. Low
[KOT95, SV96, Zim96, Zim97, zv94]. low-density
[SV96]. Lower
[BD97, yC90, CEG95, Hec91, Joh98, Man94, Mei91, Sny91a, Sny91b, TTV91, Tom95, Vol96, AL90a, AGM92, Alt90, BKR94, BMP94a, BMP94b, BCDM94, BR94c, BCDM97, Bsh92, BdW99, CvW94, CL93c, CLLR97, CM98b, CP90, Den96, DG95, GS96a, GH92, Gro98, Hl90, IP95, Kie94b, KO96, LK96, LO94, MP97, O‘C95, PS98, PP90, Rab98, Raj94, RV93, RW93, Sa92a, Sch97, Sga97, Tei93, TT94, TU99, Weg93, van92b]. lowest
[Lin91a, NU94]. LP
[Gon95b]. LP-free
[Gon95b]. LPO
[Nie93]. LR
[AFG92, JCH94, LC99a, Pav92]. LR-attributed
[PA92, BA95, Jia91a]. Lucas
[TT95]. lumped
[Oya95]. Lyndon
[SM90, SMDS94]. M
[RUG97]. M. [DW91]. machine
[BCDM97, CW99, GK98a, IC98, LO94, MP98b, Pio90, TM98]. machines
[Ger94, GH94, Hl93, IIT9, IITY93, KS97a, LCY99, MP95, Pet95, Rob90, Sze96, Wof99, Yod91]. magic
[MN93a]. magic-sets
[MN93a]. mail
[BHMS90]. Main
[AP93, Pro94]. management
[CD98a, DP97a, MSNR96]. maintenance
[FGN97, FS97, IL96, Jan91a]. majority
[ARS93, FS97, Gol95a, OSK96]. make
[Var90]. makespan
[TF92, Tsa92]. magic
[MN93a]. magic-sets
[MN93a]. mail
[BHMS90]. Main
[AP93, Pro94]. management
[CD98a, DP97a, MSNR96]. maintenance
[FGN97, FS97, IL96, Jan91a]. majority
[ARS93, FS97, Gol95a, OSK96]. make
[Var90]. makespan
[TF92, Tsa92]. magic
[MN93a]. magic-sets
[MN93a]. mail
[BHMS90]. Main
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Matching [ABF96, Akb95, ABMP91, AF92, AFM94, ALL98, ABL99, BYR93, BYP96, BBL98, Bra90, BCT93, CM98a, Che95d, Chn97b, CGR93, CCG+99, DS95, DG97, Der95, DGL98, FPT97, GBy90, Han95, He91, HCF91, Hh92, Kan91, Kan94b, KT91, Kel94, KT90, Lh93, LB95, Lp91b, MBy91, Mye95, NBy99, Per94, Rs96, RUG97, Tei94, TCC94, TCC91, Wei91, YY93a, dB93].

Matchingings [BG91, FGHP93, GJLR96, Iba97, Ros99].

Materialized [CL99]. Matrices [ADY91, BT97, Gem92, PKP93, SS98a, SR96b, Sp93].

Matrix [Bsh95, BD98, CS93a, GMR90, KS93b, Lr90, L9n91b, Mac95, Man94, MG90, Pre91, SS98a, SS92d, SS92c].


Maximal [Tei94, Ag992, Che91a, Che95d, CGh95, DKK92, GKL96, GJLR96, Hah93b, Han95, Hh92, JSo93, Jan91a, Kel94, Nie96, SS94a, SS95a, XSR98]. Maximally [Ch96].

Maximization [CS90b, CS93b].

Maximizing [HH94]. Maximum [AM98, DMM99, Kan91, Kan94b, Mar94, WCY99, Aili96, ALO90, ABM91, BG91, Bur93, CW92b, CL92a, Che92a, CW98b, CM94, CJ97, CKJ98, CD996, DGL98, FF90, FH94, FPT97, Goh91, HR94, HR97, HR98b, HR98c, HP96, HTH91, HTC92, KLP96, KMN99, Kim90a, Kim90b, LR93, LB95, Mos97, Pas92a, Rs96, SY96, SW93b, SW92, TB97, TY94, YTC93, YY93a, GMM94].

Maximum-weight [YTC93]. MAXSAT [RRS98]. Mazurkiewicz [GMPW98].

McCulloch [SL95]. McCulloch-Pitts [SL95]. McKay [BR98]. MCS [JH93b].

Mean [DKD97, KK92a, LY90, LC94b].

Means [PSL92]. Measurable [Zim99].


Meeting [BHWG99]. Mehlhorn [Flo91].

Membership [MW94]. Memories [AF96, IS98, Rob90]. Memory [AP93, NDM99, BB93, CWL99, FMT93, HCF91, MP91, OM97, PR94, Rou97, San98, SCGD92a, Sh92v, SJK95, Th90, WWT90]. Memory-Constrained [Rou97]. Memory-efficient [ND99, CWL99].

Merge [GS91]. Mergeable [Br93a].

Mergesort [GS93]. Merging [DJM94, GS91, Lin96, YL99]. Mesh [CL92c, CS91b, FY93, GZ91, HL91a, H90, KC90, KK94, KR93, PKP93, PSSV93, Sh93, SRW95]. Mesh-connected [CS91b, GZ91, H90, KR93].

Meshes [BGOS95, CCC96, CL93c, Gur93, Gur94, HLV97, Luke98b, Sch92b, Syn99, VT93].

Message [CY94, CS95, AB92, AV94, BP95a, yCG1W99a, yCG1W99b, FM987, Gua98, HCY96, KH98, LC97a, LY99, Tze99].

Message-Passing [KH98, LY99].


Methods [Bij91, CY97, Nie93, Pr94, VV97]. Metric [ND95, Kwi90, LBL98, Pa90, Pr96, Uhl91, Vi95]. Metric-space [Vi95]. Metrics [Bag97, BS96b, CCK93, GP96]. Metropolis [Sas91]. Middle [MP95]. Migrating [BP95a]. Miller [CST92].


Minimal [BV98, CH91, CHM92, Fko97, LL94b, SH93, vB99, Bas91, BBDD93, BMM92, CR90, Den99, Jai95, Jai99, LS92, Ram98, SH94, She91a, TK99]. Minimax [BB94a].
minimise [BD96]. minimization [FL97, Kha94a, RP91, TT92b, Tsa92, ZÖ94].
minimize [DKD97, GK98a, LY90, ST99].
Minimizing [Asp95, Blu96, CJKJ98, NÎ98, Woe91].
Minimum [GM92c, Lim96, Mid93, AL95, Cha98a, CG91, CL97a, CW98b, DIK97, DGP94, GaÎ97, GM90, Gon95b, Hal95b, HT95, He91, HJL+91, Irr91, IK93, KPRS97a, KW98, LL96, LK96, LL94a, LS95b, LCCC93, LC93, LX99, Low98b, Luc98b, MR96a, MR92, MS92, NCK99, PR91, Pre91, Rot91, SHS98, SW92, SB93, TT90, Tre96, TTC94, Yan95, Yan98, YY93b]. minimum-area [Tre96].
minimum-cost [SW92]. minimum-link [AL95]. minimum-width [Yan98].
Minkowski [FP98]. minor [Khu90].
minterms [KA97b]. MIP [TS96]. mirror [KKM99].
MIS [YDL94]. mismatches [Der95, Kar93]. ML [VS95b]. mobile [Hwa93].
Modal [Das96, Yod91, Dem95, Dij96, Kai95]. mode [LLP90]. Model [KC92, BN91, BCDM97, BCLM92, Cad92, Cam98, CNV92, Cha95a, CW98a, CFGG97, HWT99, Jac90a, Jac92, KC91a, KH98, LCCC99, MSV96, MN98, Nas98, Nas95, Pio90, SW98, VJ98, WC90, YY92]. Modeling [IWW93, Gei97, LCH93].
Modelling [GW96, MP91, Tsa90, Lee96]. Models [RF93, DML98, LS92, Looz92, Sac96, SDB97, SR995, ZÎ90]. modification [Cai90]. modified [CLW98, GHY93, Mah91].
modifying [RS95a, WII099]. Modular [KK90, CC99, CK93a, CLM96, DJM98, FV90, Gol95a, Mmu91, Oh95, Ram90].
Modularity [KMTd94, Ve91]. Modularization [VM95]. Module [Rou97].
Modulo [Ram95, BCBF95, BBR99, Bsh92, CC99, Ott95a]. modulus [Txe99]. monadic [FV90, Ott95b]. money [DS98].
money-making [DS98]. Monge [BD98, GJT98]. monoid [AKK97].
monoids [HLV92]. monomials [NS96a, NS96b]. Monotone [Ros97, CGL98, Clo96, DÎn90, Flâ94, GH92, Jol98, Koc98, RS94a, TT94, Zhe92, Z威96].
monotonic [Kam92, SO93, OCSF97]. monotonicity [CG93, GT96, SW90]. Monte [HK96b]. Montgomery [HM98].
morphisms [Kui95, Mit98]. Morse [BM92, TS95b, dM94]. mortal [BT97].
Mosaics [Maz93]. Most [VSS96, Cha94, HJL+91, IK93, LC93].
mostly [GH94]. Motion [Mah91]. moves [KP99, WC92b, WC93]. moving [CD98a, HKK92, SK91]. MR [BM94a, DF96a, Flo91, Gro91a, HS94, Har96, NAG96, Pro94, SS95a, SH93, SY93, Sub95a, SS92a].
MRU [Jia91a]. MST [AR98]. mu [Kai95].
u-calculus [Kai95]. Muller [KA97b].
Multi [AP93, Kuz94, vB99, Boz95, CCG+99, HI90, HW98, IITY93, KRY94, KM96, Li90, Mar91, Mat90, NR98, PK90, Pro94, Rob90, TL93, TCL93, YMC98].
multi-way [Mar91]. multibus [NAS95].
multicast [Fuj95, KLK97].
multicommodity [Gol92]. multicomputer [Pom92].
multiconnection [TCL93].
multicut [TV93]. multidatabase [CM96].
Multidimensional [CWLK93, CS91b, GON99, VT93]. Multidisk [KCK93]. multigraphs [CR98a].
multigrid [CM99a]. multihead [Kut90, Pet94b]. multimedia [KLK97, LY98, SCH95b]. multiobjective
[RR92, Sen91, UK93]. observers [Gou94].
obstacles [CK96a, CK96b, SK91].
Obtaining [Wan90b]. Occam [DTW97].
OCCTI [KLR97]. occurrences [FLSS93a, FLSS93b, FPS96]. occurring [GP98a].
October
[AAA91, Ahu96, BCM92, Rit95]. Odd
[Kor97, HL98, LCW94b, LCW94a, SC94].
Off [RW96, DS96a, TV96]. Off-line
[RW96, DS96a]. offsets [AB98].
Okamoto [Hwa92a]. old [Pri97].
Omega [CC92]. omission [JCT99].
On-line [DS96a, KT97, NLW96, ASS97, BM197, BNMN92, BKR94, BGP+97, Bre92, Chat92, CWK93, CyW94, CW97b, GJT98, GIZ96, Pru94, RR94, Sga97, TT93, TTC94, WY95, Zh97, van92b].
On-the-fly [FJJR95]. once
[BW98, Gá97, Juk99]. One
[Loe97, Slo90, BGK98, GL90a, Gur93, Gur94, Hwa92a, Kem99, Kuty90, LM93, LO94, MN92, Mor92, RS99, RS97, STKK97, Sze96, Sze98, TT92b, W93, Wis93]. one-bit
[Wis93]. one-dimensional [GP90a, Mor92].
one-rule [STKK97]. one-side [TT92b].
one-tape [LO94, Sze96]. one-to-one
[Kem99]. One-way [Slo90, Hwa92a, Kuty90, LM93, Mor92, RS97, Sze98]. one’s
[Omo91, Dau99]. one’s-complement
[Omo91]. Onlon [AGHP+96]. Online
[FS98, K9T1, LC99b, Mou99]. only [Ve94].
onto [Kor95]. opaque [She91a]. open
[Sta96]. operation [BR94c, HS97, LPK90, Nas95]. operational
[FZ98, JH93a]. operations
[BOS91, HL91b, LCL93, OI998, VV97].
operator [CK90, HM99, PW97]. operators
[Gup93, KLL93, Mas91]. optical
[KPR97b, SCH95b, Yan91b]. Optimal
[AERT92, ASS97, AW98, AFI91, Bar96, Che92a, CHM92, DB95, DKK+94, DV99, EGL96, FM97a, HCF91, HS93b, HT98, JT92, JB99, KS93a, Kho93, KB94, LS93, LKCNW91, MNT92, PH92, PT92, Rj92, SS94a, SS95a, SR96b, SK92b, VT93, W9L92, WH98, Weg93, XL93, AV94, AC90b, AR90, BNMN92, BCS97, BMP94a, BMP94b, BT90, BGOS95, BKMT97, CXYZ99, CM99a, Car91, CC91, CHT90, CHL97, CT91, Che95c, Dan95, DHO92, Den90, DJM94, DP94, DGL95, FMF95, Gar92, GM90, GM92a, G9K8b, Gua98, Har98, HL91b, HHL99, Jia93, Jon98, KM91, KR92a, Kao95, Ke99, Kim94b, KPC+95, KPR97a, Kir94, KT96, KT90, Lam97, Lar90, LR94, LL94a, LL99b, LBL98, Mat91b, MS94, MS95, ONI96, Ola91, PKP93, Pas92b, PAD99, RI91, Raj98, RU93, SL96, Sh91, WT97, YS96]. optimal
[VY92, YY93b, dF92]. Optimality
[LV92b, HS91b, SM95]. optimally
[CG93, KKK97, Pug90]. Optimistic
[RLR97]. Optimization
[AGF92, AP95, CLBW90, CL96, GT96, GM92b, GR98, Jan91b, KA97a, SZ92b, Zis95].
optimize [GIZ96, HSY97]. optimizing
[CYY+92, CL96, FP91a, PG95a].
Optimum
[Män98, CH95, CS90b, KMP90, MMS90].
Oracle [Gre91, HP90, Bo91, Cai99, Fos93, M982b, Zim99]. orbits [VMD99]. Order
[Ess92, Jef91, Kob92, PG95b, AB92, AP99, BS94a, DCD95, DMS94, DH98, DP97a, Drec93, KKK97, KB90, KMP90, KLR97, Lac96, Loe97, MSN96, OV96, Pri95, SB95, Vog95]. Order-of-demand [PG95b].
ordered [BLW96, BldW99, CN94, Ddb90, Gar92, Gro91a, Gro91b, Mák89, MN90, MR92, SH94, Sin94a]. ordering
[AV94, BLW96, JB99, KK95b, RR94, RST91, Raz94, Spi93]. orderings
[Bac92, CS92, Jan99, Mar90, Pan96a, Pan96b, Sny93, Ste94, Wa98]. orders
[SZ92b]. organizations [Mat90].
organizing [BH98]. orientation [UG92].
orientations [BS99]. oriented [BS96b, Bir90, CHT90, FM97b, Hwa92c, LCH93, LS99b, Que98, RS94b, Ros93, SL96, TH91]. Orienting [HSY97, HR98a]. ORs [Zwi96].
orthants [Vas97]. orthogonal [Bie98,
CD99, CKU98, ESW96, TTV91, Yan91b. **ortholattice** [McC98]. other [CDF90, KLP96, Riv93, dlVK99]. **outerplanar** [GLY98, LL96]. Output [Nie96, Bla94, KS97c]. Output-sensitive [Nie96]. outstanding [Nie96]. **overhead** [Vil95]. **Overlap** [Zha91, AS92b]. overlapped [Lin96]. overlay [dDDS97]. overloading [Hal93a, Sei94, Vol96]. P [YT96, RUG97, Ser91, YY99, Zim99]. P/ [YT96, RUG97, Ser91, YY99, Zim99]. PA [Kuˇc99b]. PAC [Slo95]. packet [Boz95, Lin93a, WC97]. packet-switched [Lin93a]. packing [Cha92, CWK93, CW97b, DKST98, Gra96a, HR97, HL95, IL96, IL97, Woe98, van92b]. page [MN92]. pagemarker [SGB95]. paging [Jia91a, Jia91b, Lib98]. Pair [Bac98, BT97]. Pairs [GLS92, Erc91, HC99a, LP93a, LMS96, Tak92]. pairwise [Ber94, DK94c, GP98b, GJS99, HK96b, SS98a, Yen91]. Palindromes [Dro95, DL92]. pancake [GVV93]. paper [Dun90, Pro94]. **parabolas** [DG95]. **Parallel** [Agg92, Alb94, BM90a, CR90, CDP96, GM98, HL91a, HV96, Ken91, Kim90c, Lin90, Lin93a, LPP91, PP91, PRS96, SG98, SR95, TM93, Wen91, Alb92, AC90a, ĆAG91b, Ama93, Amo97, AM00, AT99b, ALL96, AS99, BP94, BP95c, BP95b, Bre94, BCDM97, Cam98, CC91, CY98, CHL97, eC91, CDA91, CD92, Che92b, CH92b, Che92a, Che92c, CG93, CST94, Che94b, CH92c, CR91, DKK92, Dm95, DH95, DS99, Den90, DJM94, DGL98, Dro96, FM97a, Fer94, FGHP93, FMF95, GJLR96, GM92a, Gra96b, Gup92a, HS90, Hag95, Han95, He91, HR98c, HWT99, IO97, Ke94, Kho93, KV94, Kjk90b, KP91, KSC98, KS90, Kor95, KS97a, KG99, Kun93, LR94, Lee90, LKC94, Lia95a, LS95b, LO90, Lin94, LY99, LL99b, LK92, LYC99, LP94b, LP93b, LBL98, MP91, MN98]. **parallel** [iNM97, Nik95b, PR91, PCK95, Pre91, QB99, RK96, RP99, Raj98, Raj92, RR90, RZ91, RR92, RR91, SS94a, SS95a, SK98b, Sen90, Sha93, SR96b, ST90, She91b, SW98, Ski96, SK92b, SB93, TL93, VHV93, Wag98, WC91, Wan92a, WCL95, WC92b, WC93, Yan98, YY92, YY93b, YTC93, van93]. **parallel-random-access-machine** [BCDM97]. parallelization [CST92]. Parallelizing [Lu93]. parameter [BFR98, Cai96, CH95]. parameterized [AFM94]. parameters [FGW98, OCSF97, XL93]. parametric [KA97a, Tol93]. Parametricity [HM99]. Parametrized [CK93b]. **parenthesis** [BR98, GP96]. Parity [LSW98, BHW91, Juk99, Jur98, Og95, Rus95]. parity-like [Og95]. parse [SB95]. parser [Gá94, LC94a, LC99a, Lee92, Ros93, SC93]. parsers [AFG92, PLC93]. parsimonious [MS96a]. parsing [NLW96, RK96, SB95, Yan93a]. Partial [Jia95, KL90, KC96, AP99, DCD95, FV90, KP91, KCK93, PS92, Pal93, Pri95, Sl97, Vog95, DTW97]. Partially [IL97, Gar92, Sin94a]. partially-ordered [Sin94a]. particular [Mos97]. Partition [Ch96, Bha99, Cha02, CY96, CH92c, CSS92, DK91, Gav93b, LW59a, PC92, SDG92, YC94, YY92, df92]. partitionable [LO90]. partitioned [Che91b]. Partitioning [Bil93, KK95a, KLW93, KB94, Meg93, iNRN97, PCK95, TB97]. **Partitions** [Gai97, AŽ91, Baj92]. parts [KK95a]. pass [RS99]. passing [KHJ98, LY99]. Password [Hor95, MW94]. past [Ahu93, Ahu96]. Path [Bax93, GS90, LW93, LKC94, ADY91, AL95, As96, AR90, CW92a, CDF96, CC92, Cha02, CH93a, CN94, CK96a, CK96b, COS95, DS95, DP93, DPP96, DK597, FHT93, GJT98, GP96, Her91b, Kan94a, Kin92, Kir94, LP93a, MM90, NP98, PSS93, PWL94, SL96, Sny93, SK91, Tak92, Tze96, WCT99, YC94, dIV99]. path- [CDF96].
path-decomposable [GJT98].
path-partition [Cha02, YC94].
path-width [Kin92]. path-max [DCD95].
paths [Agg92, Bax94, BF96a, BU98, CR98b,
Che94a, Che95b, CM94, CM98b, Cou97,
CRI91, GP97, GP98b, HR97, LP97a, LMS96,
PR91, PM94, RV93, Sim90, TT91, VSS96,
Woe90]. path-width [GLY98].

Pattern [BBL98, ALLL98, AR96b, BYR93, CCR93,
CCG99, CLP91, FPS96, Iba97, KCK93,
Owo93, Per94]. pattern-matching [Per94].

patterns [Dan91a, DF96a, DF96b, HWT99,
PP94, Ver92, YCH93]. PB [Jon98].
PB-complete [Jon98]. PCP [TS96].

pebble [GGK91]. peeling [Nie96]. AS
[Gra97, HC95]. fold [Ger97]. goal [Han92].

Perfect [BN96, CHM92, MK92, CL93a,
DCGP99, DP94, Gra96a, Ka90, KS94,
KK95a, Ma94a, Pan96b, Ros99, Rus95,
SH94, TKI99, Wei91, Yan93b, YL90].

Perfectly [Lin96]. Performance
[AP93, Gei97, Hac93, Mat90, Pro94, TT90,
Ha93c, Nas98, Sla97, TCC94, Vos93, Zis95].

performing [F91a]. period [Pas92b].

Periodic [Tuz90, FLSS93a, FLSS93b, RW97]. periods
[AB98, BD96, NCC98]. permanent
[BF97, Sa92b]. permutation
[AR92, CW92b, CHL97, CST94, Che95b,
CL92c, CL93c, HW96, HAM11, Kim90a,
LRDL91, Lia94b, MVR96, RS96, RLDL94,
SLL94, SMN91, WCL95, Wha92, YTC93].

permutation-based [CST94].

Permutations
[Chi93, Alo90, vB99, BBL98, Chr96, HW99,
Iba97, KR92b, Lin90, Pan96a, Res92, San98].

perturbation [CH95]. perturbations
[SJKL95]. Peterson [BW90]. Petri
[Esp92, GAG91, How91, Kvda99, Rac93,
Yen91, ZD90]. Phase
[Mis91, Mis92, BF96b, FGW98, HG95, HL98].

phase-clocks [HG95]. philosophers
[HP92]. picture [Kim90a, TCC91]. pipeline
[MG90, VHV93]. pipelines [Myo91, Myo92].

Pipelining [BS90]. Pitts [SL95]. Place
[SG92, HW99, KP99, Res92]. Place/
transition [SG92]. Pliable [AKK97].

planar [BG92, CP95, Cim90, Cou97,
CKU98, KW92, KK95a, MM91, Mid93,
MR95a, tLRN97, RS94b, RW92, Tam91,
TT91, TV93, Tip90, Woe90].

planning [DF96a, DF96b]. planning
[AP93, Gei97, Hac93, Mat90, Pro94, TT90,
Ha93c, Nas98, Sla97, TCC94, Vos93, Zis95].

point-to-point [F95]. points
[BU95a, BU95b, DD90, Gon91, GKK98b,
He91, Ho90, HKK92, Jan91a, KKK99,
LX99, Mat95b, MRI92, MW91, SK98b,
TT92a, Ver97, Wan91]. polarity [KA97b].

policy [An94, Lin96, Oya95, SR96a]. polling
[Res96]. poly [GKL96]. poly-log
[GKL96]. Polygon
[BD90, AS90, AL95, Ak96, CG93, CD98a,
CD94a, FH94, FNTV90, GM90, He91,
Her91b, KPC97, She92, SYUK98, Zha92].

polygons [AGHP+96]. polygons
[BM90c, BM90b, CX99, ECOU95, GS99,
Her96, LL94a, MR95a, Saa97, Sto91b,
SD91, TH91, dDDS97]. polyhedra
[Sha93, Sto91b]. polylog [Gav93a, RW91].

polylog-threshold [RW91].

polylogarithmic [IL97]. polymorphic
[Har94, Har96]. Polynomial
[CL93a, Mos97, MN93b, PSL92, AQS97,
BH91, Boo94, Bsh92, Cai99, CT97, CT91,
DK91, Enc97, Gav93a, Göß99, IZ94, Je91,
KA97a, Kol94, LL98, Low98b, OS95, PZC98,
RL93, Sch95a, Ste94, Sub95a, Sub95b, TT94,
Vel94, VA97b, Weg93, Yen91, Can96].

polynomial-size [IZ94, Weg93].
polynomial-time
[Boo94, Sch95a, VA97b, Can96].
polynomially [Gup92b].
polynomially-bounded [Gup92b].
polynomials [AM95, Bsh92, Bsh97, GPS92, GS92b, Ito91, Lan91, Sch91, Sho90, Sho91b].
polyominoes [Bea91, CD99, MS96b].
Polyominos [Mai94a].
Pop [AS99].
Pop-stacks [AS99].
portion [hC98].
poset [NMS97b, NMS97a].
position [WT97].
positive [Den99, Don95, Gav93a, KA97b, M¨ak97, Mot91].
possibly [Dij90].
Postman [hC98].
power [BN96, BGM90, CS99, FS92, Gol95a, Gol97, Hec91, Lar95, Sch91, Sho90, Sho91b].
powerful [Ros97, Sen97, WC90].
powerlists [Kor97].
powersets [Jan99].
pp [AAA91, Ahu96, BP95c, BP95b, Bsh97, BM90b, BCM92, Don90, KKS91, KMN99, Kim90c, KL90, Kim94a, KT97, Kin92, KP96, Keh95, LW95a, LRDL91, Lia94b, Lia95a, LMS96, LL94a, LS95b, LC93, LC97b].
PP [Pro94].
PRAMs [VHV92, Vai92, Weg90, Sin98].
pre [DB95, LC99a, LS92, Sin94a, Sch91].
pre-determined [LC99a].
pre-emptive [DB95].
pre-NTS [Zha92].
pre-requisite-free [LS92].
precedence [Amo97, DKL99, HK97b, LCL93, RPG98].
Precision [Br93b, Riv93].
precondition [SZ92a].
preconditions [PR98].
prededecessor [ACH97].
Predicate [YL91, Dij95b, Dij96, Kna90, Mor97, Nau94, de 92].
predicates [GM97, SL96].
predictable [Nas98].
preemptable [Kim94b].
Preemptive [BBDD93, LY90, Pe90, AZ90].
Prefix [FP94, GLS92, Lit91, BCT93, CH92b, Fok94, Hag95, LY99, LL99b, M˘an98].
Prefix-free [Lit91].
Prefix-matching [BCT93].
preflow [CM99b].
preflow-push [CM99b].
presence [Bag92, BOR96, yC90, Sak91a, SB90].
presentation [Col94].
Preservation [KY92a, Cho96, Nik95a].
preserves [MC92].
Preserving [AAA91, Oh95, Val95a].
prevent [LL99a].
primal [Rav94].
primal-dual [Rav94].
Prime [AB98, DJS96].
Primitive [Mit98, LC99b, LW94a, WC90].
primitives [Ahu90, Gup93a, JW96, Sin98].
principle [GMP98].
priority [AR99, AB98, BC94, Boz95, Bsh97, CD93b, DB95, HMPS96, Lio90, Lin93a, PP91, RR94, Tsa93].
priority-ordering [RR94].
privacy [CK93a, Don96].
Probabilistic [BHW91, Her90, HL95, Jac91, BK98, Cai99, CM94, DIK97, HK90, HHL95, KS93b, MS99a, Mes91, Wan92b].
probabilistically [RS95b].
Probability [BSG99, AI 96, GS96b, Gup93, KKK97, Sen90].
probably [ON196].
Problem [Bax93, FP91a, ACS99, ACH97, AL90a, AR91, AUSW95, AR90, AR98, AB94, Bas94, Be91, BP93, BR94c, BU91, BJ91, BCT93, BD98, CM98a, CEdK98, Cha91, Cha02, CCC96, GRG98, Che91a, Che92a, CT93, CH93a, Che95b, C97, CL91b, CLLR97, C95, Cou97, CFS91, Cri91, DMM98, DF96a, DF96b, DCGP99, DG97, DW96, DGS97, DGP94, Dub90, ELG93, ETA92, Esp92, FF90, Flo91, FV90, Gav93b, GL98, GH93, Gou95b, Gro91a, GP97, GZ97, HPS93, HH97, HR94, HH94, HT95, HR98b, Her91a, Her93, HH97, HK97a, HC99a, HP92, HT91, HCH94, HH91, HWW94, Ira91, Jan91, Jan91b, Kal90, KSS91, KKS91, KM90, KM99, Kin90c, KL90, Kin94a, KT97, Kin92, KP96, Keh95, LL98, LWS99, LP93a, LC99b, LW95a, LRDL91, Lia94b, Lia95a, LMS96, LL94a, LS95b, LC93, LC97b].
problem [LP94b, MA96, M¨ak89, Mak90b, M¨ak92b, M¨ak92a, Man96, MR96a, MT92b, MM99, Meh88, Mei90, Min91, Mos97, IN97, NF95, Neu96, Nta90, Ov98, Oh93, Par91b, Pas92a,
Problems
[Dam90, AERT92, Ali96, AG91b, AP95, BGM90, BV98, Cai96, CW92b, CH95, CW98b, CJ90, CM94, CH92c, CSS92, CS90b, CS93b, DIK97, DE92, DSS99, Daw92, DT93b, DM91, Fis95, Fuj96, GT96, Gav93b, GSSH93, Gro91b, GJS97, GR98, How91, Jen95, JR91, Jon98, KLP96, LCR94, LMS96, LV92c, LP91b, Mei91, MN93b, Nas98, PK99, Sac96, San90, Sat93, SR95, SS92b, Ste91, TB97, Tom95, TT93, Wei91, W95, Yan91a, Yao92, Zis95, diVK99].

Procedures
[Ser96].

Process
[AAA91, Ahu96, BP95c, BP95b, BPM94a, BDDS94, BU95a, BM90b, BCM92, DF96a, Dun90, Flo91, Gro91a, HS94, Har96, KC92, LCW94b, Mis92, NAG96, Pac92a, Pet91, Pro94, Rit95, SS95a, SH93, Sny91a, SY93, Sub95a, SS92d, TY96, BP98, Bol93, Cha95a, FZ98, KC91a, Mes91, PK90, Tau91b].

Processors
[BK98, Goe90, Jac90a,Jac92, KTS96, Ku99b, Gro92].

Processing
[Cha02, CK96a, CCGW99b, HAM11, Khu00, NS96a, NM96, RWW00, GS98b, GP95a, KP91, KKK99, LCC99, Mak90a, SCHA95b, TL95, YLW91].

Processor-efficient
[Gold1, Ten90, Von92, AA96, Ama93, BDD93, CFGG97, DGS97, GAW96, H90, KC90, KP94, Kuz94, Lee90, Lin91a, LP90, RS96, SB90, TM93, WCL90, WC90, YDL94].

Processor-efficient
[Gold91, Von92].

Proving
[Sis91, DF91, Lip96].

Proximity
[WB98, C99, CS93a, F94, GMR90, GMPW98, Gup92a, Lit92, MP98a].

Proofs
[GB94, BL90, BCL92, Den90, Esp92, GP90a, KB94, LR94, Lon94, M90, Myo92, R92, RW94, S98, Ser91, Van9a, Vav90].

Programs
[BRW00, GSS98b, GP95a, KP91, KKK99, LCC99, Mak90a, SCH95b, TL95, YL91].

Programmed
[AAA91, Ahu96, BP95c, BP95b, BPM94a, BDDS94, BU95a, BM90b, BCM92, DF96a, Dun90, Flo91, Gro91a, HS94, Har96, KC92, LCW94b, Mis92, NAG96, Pac92a, Pet91, Pro94, Rit95, SS95a, SH93, Sny91a, SY93, Sub95a, SS92d, TY96, BP98, Bol93, Cha95a, FZ98, KC91a, Mes91, PK90, Tau91b].

Processing
[Cha02, CK96a, CCGW99b, HAM11, Khu00, NS96a, NM96, RWW00, GS98b, GP95a, KP91, KKK99, LCC99, Mak90a, SCHA95b, TL95, YLW91].

Processors
[Amo97, BDDS92, BDDS94, BBGT96, CS91b, GMR90, HNC92, Kri93, PT92, VHV93].

Producing
[SB95].

Productions
[GB94, BL90, BCL92, Den90, Esp92, GP90a, KB94, LR94, Lon94, M90, Myo92, R92, RW94, S98, Ser91, Van9a, Vav90].

Profile
[AG91b, AP95, BGM90, BV98, Cai96, CW92b, CH95, CW98b, CJ90, CM94, CH92c, CSS92, CS90b, CS93b, DIK97, DE92, DSS99, Daw92, DT93b, DM91, Fis95, Fuj96, GT96, Gav93b, GSSH93, Gro91b, GJS97, GR98, How91, Jen95, JR91, Jon98, KLP96, LCR94, LMS96, LV92c, LP91b, Mei91, MN93b, Nas98, PK99, Sac96, San90, Sat93, SR95, SSS98, SS92b, Ste91, TB97, Tom95, TT93, Wei91, W95, Yan91a, Yao92, Zis95, diVK99].

Procedure
[Bij93a, SJ99].

Procedures
[Ser96].

Process
[AAA91, Ahu96, BP95c, BP95b, BPM94a, BDDS94, BU95a, BM90b, BCM92, DF96a, Dun90, Flo91, Gro91a, HS94, Har96, KC92, LCW94b, Mis92, NAG96, Pac92a, Pet91, Pro94, Rit95, SS95a, SH93, Sny91a, SY93, Sub95a, SS92d, TY96, BP98, Bol93, Cha95a, FZ98, KC91a, Mes91, PK90, Tau91b].

Processes
[BK98, Goe90, Jac90a, Jac92, KTS96, Ku99b, Gro92].

Processing
[Cha02, CK96a, CCGW99b, HAM11, Khu00, NS96a, NM96, RWW00, GS98b, GP95a, KP91, KKK99, LCC99, Mak90a, SCHA95b, TL95, YLW91].

Processor
[Gold91, Ten90, Von92, AA96, Ama93, BDD93, CFGG97, DGS97, GAW96, H90, KC90, KP94, Kuz94, Lee90, Lin91a, LP90, RS96, SB90, TM93, WCL90, WC90, YDL94].

Processor-efficient
[Gold91, Von92].

Processors
[Amo97, BDDS92, BDDS94, BBGT96, CS91b, GMR90, HNC92, Kri93, PT92, VHV93].
recognizability [Her98]. Recognizable [AKK97].

recognize [LO90, Slo90]. recognized [Jef91]. Recognizing [HR98c, IK97, Man90, PWL94, PS95a, PS95b, SR98].

reconfigurable [CCC96, Lin91a, PKP93, SRW95, TM93, Vai92, VT93, WCL90, WC90]. reconfiguration [JAC90a, Jac92].


recognition [PM94, AGM92, AR96b, Cai93, CH98, CKN+95, HMP95, Jia93, MSW93, Nik95b, RR90, Ros98, RR92, RS91].

Rearrangeable [HZS99, TCL93]. Rearranging [XU99b].

rearranging [XU99b]. reasoning [BLM90, GAG91, Pet91].

realizing [Lam97].

Redundancy [MZM99]. Redundant [PP94].

Red [KA97b]. REF [Clo96]. reference [Lin92, Lin93b, MLW90, PG95a, Wis93]. references [Har94, Har96]. referencing [Lar98].


regeneration [GK97]. regions [Gai97].

register [Hes98, VR96]. regression [TZe99].

red [CW92a]. red-black [CW92a].

reduce [ST91]. Reduced [AFG92, DCD92].

Reducing [Cha98, ViH95, Yan91a].

reductions [AG91a, AKM95, BHW91, FS92, Sch93b].

relaying [Lam97].


recognition [PM94, AGM92, AR96b, Cai93, CH98, CKN+95, HMP95, Jia93, MSW93, Nik95b, RR90, Ros98, RR92, RS91].

Rearrangeable [HZS99, TCL93]. Rearranging [XU99b].

rearranging [XU99b]. reasoning [BLM90, GAG91, Pet91].

realizing [Lam97].

Redundancy [MZM99]. Redundant [PP94].

Red [KA97b]. REF [Clo96]. reference [Lin92, Lin93b, MLW90, PG95a, Wis93]. references [Har94, Har96]. referencing [Lar98].


regeneration [GK97]. regions [Gai97].

register [Hes98, VR96]. regression [TZe99].

red [CW92a]. red-black [CW92a].

reduce [ST91]. Reduced [AFG92, DCD92].

Reducing [Cha98, ViH95, Yan91a].

reductions [AG91a, AKM95, BHW91, FS92, Sch93b].
[ABL99]. scan
[Lin92, MWL90, Sin98, Oya95]. scattered
[XU99b]. schedule [Boz95]. Scheduling
[AA96, BDDS92, BDDS94, BDGT96, DKD97, Fre83, GP95a, HL92, LYC99, NCC98, SR91, SY93, Woe95, AZ90, Amo97, AB98, BKR94, BGP97, BBDD93, Bir90, CvW94, CD98b, CW99, CJJK98, DGS97, DKl99, Dno96, Gaw96, GK98a, Har98, HLM93, Kin94b, KP94, KS97a, KG99, Kuz94, LY98, LY90, Lin93a, OCSF97, Oya95, Ple90, RS96, SO93, Sga97, ST99, TL93, TL95, WC91, WC97].
schema [Cha95b]. Scheme [Hwa93, CLW98, DS99, GK97, HK90, HS91b, HW98, JS95, KA97a, KH96, LY92, PK90, Wan90b].
schemes [Blu95, BD97, BDV98, BSG99, CT97, CS99, DT93b, DKK94, HCY96, IOU94, KO96, LC97a, MVS99, OK96, Pad98, SW99, SS94b, TJ99, Tze99, VS93, WB93, ZI98]. Schneider [Gum93]. Schröder [ARS98].
Schröder [Low95]. screening [SJKL95].
SCS [BJ91]. Search [TKI99, AFB95, Ali96, AP95, BY91, BB94a, BdW99, Cha91, CCC96, CHL97, CD94b, Dan95, DCD95, DC96, DD93, Dev98, DD90, DR94, DN93, EKR96, Fis95, GL98, GM91, HT98, IY98, Kra99, KS90, LC99b, Li99, LPS99, Low98a, MH96, MM92, Man90, Mar91, MW91, Pug90, RDL94, SCG92a, Ser98, ST91, Sm95, SYUK98, Tur91a, Wen91, FGN97]. searches [HM96]. Searching [AS92b, CLF91, CD96, CF90, GJT98, GJS97, Han93, HTC91, KS98a, Lar90, MT98a, Owo93, Per94, SV96, TTH91, Tol93, Vi95].
second [KB90, Lac96, LP97a, Loe97].
second-order [KB90, Lac96]. Secret [MT98b, Al 96, BD97, BDV98, BSG99, Hwa92c, KO96, LH95, MVS99, OK96, Pad98, van97]. section [BC94, Ray89, SR92]. secure
[Hwa93, HW98, KK98, YL97b]. security [CJ95, HC95, JT96, LTT95, LHW99, MW94]. Seek [MV91, MK96, Oya95]. seeks [VM97]. segment [Kim90c]. segmentation [CTVC98]. segments [AS92b, CKU98, DD90, ES98, Sha96, Wis92]. selectable [Gou95a]. Selecting [RR99a, Gas91, hC98]. Selection [Kol94, AJG95, Bag97, CM99b, KS93a, Knu93, Mat91b, SR96b, ST90, She91b, Wir99].
Semantics [CM96, Dan91a, LH93, BMC96, BFSV99, BNN91, Che90, FZ98, GW96, Hdh91, JH93a, Nys96, OH91, SZ92a, Vog95, Yua94].
Semantics-based [CM96].
Semantics-directed [Dan91a].
Semelectivity [DV91]. Semi [Rit94, Rit95, Dan99, HP90, RS94b, Ueh97, Zha97].
semi-algebraic [HP90]. semi-random [Ueh97]. semi-strong [RS94b].
semi-unbounded [Dan99].
separator [Che94b]. separators [KW92].
September [Pet91]. Sequence
[Bra90, hC98, KP94, MY91, WM90]. sequences [AC90a, Bla94, CLBW90, CT91, GVFS99, HW93b, Kor94, MK92, RU93, UK93, Va98, WS90, Yan93b, van91a].

Sequential [YTC93, vH95, BMC96, DS94b, Ger94, HS90, HLM98, Jac90a, Jac92, LHW99, Pie90, RR90].

Serializability [Raz94, EV97, ED91, RE94]. serialization [KLR97].

Serial [BGM90, DS99]. Server [DM91, CL91b, CLLR97, EYK95, Hor98, IR91, Kle94b]. server-aided [Hor98]. servers [LY98]. service [Wan99b].

set [Agg92, AR92, BGP+97, CEdK98, CW92b, CL92a, Cha98b, CH92c, CD96, DKK92, DG97, DP97a, EL93, GI91, GKL96, Gon91, GP97, Gup92a, Hea90, Hir97, HT91, HTH92, HS93b, HL91b, Irv91, Kei91, Kim90a, Kim90b, KT97, LMS94, L94b, L95b, Luc98b, MS90, MR92, Mos97, OMI98, PM97, Pas92a, R91, Sho91a, Sta96, Wis92, YTC93, AE98, GHY93].

set-valued [HS93b]. sets [AM95, AKM95, AT99b, Bea91, BT97, BIN92, DHO92, DNPS98, Fok97, Gar92, Gre98, HP90, HR98c, HL96, HKK92, KLP96, Kim96b, MS96a, MN93a, MRSW95, MT98b, Par91a, Pri97, Rao95, Reh96, Ros99, Rot91, RW92, SS94a, SS95a, Sch93b, Sch95a, Ver97, Wan97c, Y93, Zen97, Ziv91, dF92].

Setting [OCSF97, MP98b, Mon99]. setup [SZ92b]. Several [LL95, Prob]. shadowed [VM97].

Shamir [Ada92,GG098,TT94]. shaped [Che96]. Shared [YL97b, AF96, FMT93, MP91, OM97, SJKL95, Tho95].

shared-environment [Tho95].

shared-memory [SKL95]. shares [BSG99].

Sharing [Pom90, BD97, BDV98, BSG99, Hwa92c, KO96, MPSV99, OK96, Pad98, van97].


[CK96a, CK96b, GMM94, Goe90, Gro92, PSSV93, Wan90a, YS96]. Shortest
[ADY91, FHT93, VS96, ALS96, CR98b, Che95b, CGH95, DP93, GP96, GSM99, Gus94, Hen97, Her91b, HC99a, JLD92, Kan94a, LP97a, LMS96, NPW98, PML94, RV93, Tak92, VSS96, Zhu92]. shortest-path [Kan94a, PML94]. shortest-paths [Che95b].


SIMD [BS90, ERC91, HCF91, MP91]. similarity [RL93]. Simon [Han93]. Simple
[Che96, CK96, GMR90, J99, KST96, Nie93, PK93, AS90, AT99a, AL95, ALS96, AM90, BW98, BNN91, Bin90, CDF96, CD93b, CH97, Che92c, CG93, Che94a, CD94a, Con97, CKU98, DS93a, GH97, GKL96, GJLR96, GH92, GS95b, GS96b, GS91, H98, Hor91b, HP96, JH93b, Kei91, KH96, Kus97, LRH+95, MS93, Mas91, NBY99, NO96, PA92a, PC92, Pri95, PN94, R91, SCG92b, Sch91, Sei96, Sky91, SUK98, VA97a, Vid91, WCC91, Woe90, YS96, YY93b, Zha97, DDS97, Che95c]. Simpler [Sug94, AR99, Cha95b].

simplex [BF96+]. Simplified
[FNT90, DKV95, H94, Har96, KMT94, P90, RRS98]. simplifying [Sta96]. simply [Hir97]. simulated [Mog94].

Simulation [Sin98, BS94b, CY95, Cho96, Dam99, DGL95, Lin93a, Lin94, Pet94b, QB99, VT93, VCS95, Weg90]. Simulations [SR95, Sch93c, Ueh95]. simulators [YW96]. simultaneous [ST93]. Single
[Cha91, G98a, LCC93, Per94, AA96, BGP+97, BL91, BR94c, GA96, GM92c, HTC91, Khu99, Khu00, DDS97, VSS96].

single-layer [GM92c]. single-operation [BR94c]. sixteen [BS96b]. Size
[BB94b, Bie98, BW98, CB91, CS93a, CS95,
[FGW98, Fuj95, Gál97, GS96a, HS93b, HL98, IZ94, JM94b, Jol98, LPK90, Mes91, O’C95, RW91, RW93, ST91, TV96, VHV92, Weg93].

Size-depth [BB94b, TV96]. sized [Har98, Tsa93]. sizes [KH96, VA97b]. skew [KS91, Sch97]. skewing [LY92].


software [LS99b, ML95, Pra96]. solution [Esp92, HP92, KST96, PZC98, RR92, Sac96, Woe90, Yu95]. solutions [DG97, ETA92, NB96, Ov98, RU93, SAFS95, Yao92]. Solvability [Ott95a]. soluble [DvR94, Gav93b, Low98b]. solve [DS99, HHW94, LL94a, RL94, RAGR94, Sac96]. solved [IL97, Par91b]. Solving [Che95b, HC99a, HTC91, WT92, IITY93, WCC91, Lee97, Miu91, Nie93, Yan91a].

Some [Bas91, BM98, Daw92, DT93b, Dub90, Gar92, HK91, LP93b, Lut90, Sch95a, Sen91, Wan95, ZJ94, ZQ94, dBDL96, AERT92, C90, FP91b, Hiy91, J91, Jon98, JP97, KLP96, KS94, LR94, LP91b, Mák92a, McC98, Mot91, Mow92, PK99, Sat93, Tur91b, TH99, UK93, Vos93, Weg93].

Sooner [Hen92]. sort [Han91, Kor97, Man91, Wie97]. sorted [AC90a, SR96b, YY92]. Sorting [AC90a, Chr96, Va92, Bag92, CC91, CD92, CH93b, CS91b, FNTV90, HS90, HF90, KP99, Kri93, Kut90, LP91a, Lin96, LK92, Pau94, Raj98, Tod90, WCL90, Yao95]. SOS [FZ98]. sound [YL91]. soundness [VS95b]. source [FHT93, Uch97]. source-deplanarized [FHT93]. Soviet [Riv93]. Space [FM93, KT96, Ten90, Thom95, AI99, AGM92, AC90, AQS97, BKT97, CY95, CS93a, CD96, DL92, DMS94, DJ96, Gav93a, Ger94, Gol95b, Gor91, GK98b, Han91, HKW90, Hem94, HS93a, HL91b, I97, IIT92, IITY93, Jag97, JR91, LCC99, L94, MS99a, MT98a, MN90, MP95, Pad98, PS94, Pet95, Sax94, Ser91, ST91, Sny91a, Sny91b, Sz98, TTC94, Vi95].

Space-efficient [FM93, Thom95, DJ96]. Space-optimal [KT96, BKT97]. spaced [Ito91]. spaces [BU95a, BU95b, DM91, ST91]. span [Coh94]. Spanners [HP97a, HP97b, Cha94, MV96]. Spanning [GMM94, AR96a, BMI97, BLHD99, Cha98a, CH95, CL97a, CY91, CW97a, CM98b, ERC94, HT95, HIL’91, IK93, IKOI99, KS92, KPRS97a, KW98, LC93, Man96, NCK99, NDM99, NR98, PN94, SB93, TT93, WL93, WCL95, YMC98]. SpanP [MT94]. Sparse [AT99b, GK98b, Man94, AM95, Cha94, FKP93, Sch93b]. spatial [RRS99]. Special [HLC92, ALLL98, Cri91, KC98, Ott95a, Par91b, Pom90, Ram98, Sak91b, Tr92].

[AM95, HK92, Juk95, SSCK94]. **theorem** [BG91, Cau96, Hag92, MG92, MR96b, Nau94, RE94, Sug94, XU99a, Zwi91, VM95]. **theorems** [SW93b]. **theoretic** [Bac97, CCK93, Kum95, Mei90, Pal90]. **theoretical** [van97]. **theories** [Gr¨a90, Yua94]. **theory** [Cha98b, Das96, Goe90, Lip96, RS97, AW98]. **There** [Nys96, Woe98]. Th´erien [Cau96]. **thinning** [MP91]. **those** [IZ94]. **three** [BP98, BDDS92, BDDS94, BNN91, CM94, DK91, ESW96, FW92, JS95, KP98b, MT98a, TS95a]. **three-dimensional** [ESW96, KP98b, MT98a]. **three-layer** [TS95a]. **three-valued** [BP98, BNN91]. **threshold** [Blu95, BM97, Dun90, DZ98, Gol97, HHK91, Juk95, Koc89, MPSV99, PS95a, PS95b, RS94a, RW91, RW93, SR98, SS94b, TJ99, Weg93]. **thresholds** [GR98, Juk95]. **threshold-dependent** [HL93, Woe95]. **Time** [BGOS95]. **time-dependent** [Gup92a, KST96]. **Time** [BGOS95]. **time-stamps** [Gup92a, KST96]. **Timed** [Her98, B´er95]. **timeout** [Ho94]. **timeouts** [AF95]. **Times** [Fre83, BHGW99, CD98b, GP95b, HHL93, LL90, Ple90, SY93, Woe95]. **timestamp** [KLR97, AvSW95]. **timestamps** [Fid98]. **Toeplitz** [Gem92]. **token** [DK94b, FLMS98, Her91a, HHS99, SLCH98, YL97b]. **token-based** [FLMS98]. **tolerance** [AHR99, JM94c, Shv91]. **tolerant** [AD96, AO92, Cai99, CC92, Chi98, yCGlW99a, yCGlW99b, GVV93, GP95b, HHS99, KB94, MS92, SY93, She91b, SLCH98, VCS96, WLK92, Wan97b, WHS97]. **tool** [RR93, SG95]. **topology** [BGOS95]. **topological** [Ham95, Yua91, MSNR96, Tod90, dBDL96]. **topologies** [MS92]. **topology** [Boz95]. **topology-independent** [Boz95]. **tori** [MYL99]. **toroidal** [JT92, KP98b, PSSV93]. **torus** [CST94, MNT92, MR96b, PT92]. **Total** [KS97b, dFMdM99, GT96, PT92, Ray95, Sac96, TT90]. **Total-chromatic** [dFMdM99]. **total-jogs** [TT90]. **tour** [AH93, HR90]. **tournament** [BJ91]. **Towers** [Min91, WC92b, WC93]. **trace** [BFSV99, Gre98, Lin93a, Pen92]. **trace-driven** [Lin93a]. **traceable** [TJ99]. **traces** [GMPW98, Kwi90]. **tractability** [Cai96]. **tractable** [DE92, Sch95a]. **trade** [TV96]. **trade-off** [TV96]. **trade-off** [CK93a]. **tradeoffs** [BB94b, Ger94]. **trading** [DS98].
trail [CT93]. train [AL90a]. Training [TS95c, Höf93]. Trajectory [Li94].
transaction [CM96, EV97].
transaction-based [EV97]. Transactions [Qia90, Jac92, RE94]. transducers [FG93].
transform [KC90, Kha94b].
transformation [Che91b, KS97b, LvBDW92, MN93a, MN98, Wu98].
Transformational [AS95].
transformations [Qia90, Jac92, RE94].
transformer [Kna90]. transformers [Dij95b, Mor97, Nau94, de 92].
Transforming [BCDM97].
transforms [Lu93].
transients [GS90].
Transition [MCR98, LvBDW92, Mac95]. transitions [FGW98, Yen91].
Transitive [Ban96, DP97a, Mor97, Nau94, de 92].
transformational [ASS97, AS92a, AW93, BY91, BMI97, BR94a, BLHDW99, Bar96, Bas91, BS94a, BB94a, Blu92, Cai93, CW92a, Cha98a, Cha90, CH95, CL97a, CHL97, CYH91, CDA91, CD92, CN94, CC95a, CW97a, CDC96, DD93, DP95, DPP96, DK94a, DK95, Dev98, Dub90, EKR96, FPT95, GM98, Gro91a, Gro91b, HT98, HC92, IKOF99, Jer94, KLTT97, Kem99, KS92, KR94, Kim97, Kir94, Kor93, KL98, KL99, Kru99, KPRS97b, LR91, Li99, Mal98, Mäk89, Man90, Mar91, MAUY98, NCK99, NDM99, NR98, NU94, Pal90, PWL94, Raj92, RG93, RL94, SS94a, SS95a, Sa92a, Sch92b, SK98, Sim91, Sny91a, Sny91b, Sym96, Tre96, Tri92, Uhl91, Vas95, Vas97, Ver92, WL93, We94, Wei95, YMC98, ZSS92, ZJ94, ZNN95].
triangle [KM90, Ola90b]. triangle-free [Ola90b]. triangles [HL96, Ram98].
triangularisation [MG90]. triangulated [RR99b]. triangulation [AHR99, Lam97, LK96, MR92, SI95, WCY99, Yan95].
triangulations [Di90, Laut90a, LL96, Sug94]. triclique [VR96]. triconnected [Che94b].
tridimensional [GGH94, Hüh93, IIT92, IITY93, LO94, MP95, MP98b, Pet95, Sze96]. turn [BU98].
Turpin [DS98]. Twenty [BTv93]. twice [PR93].
Two [AF92, BR94b, CW99, CR93, GP96, HWT99, HLL95, Ira91, KP94, Sax94, WC90, ABK98, AG91b, AKK97, BYR93, BS94b, BCS97, BBGT96, BTW98, CXZ99, CV92, CH95, Che95c, CL93c, CL97b, DS99, DK91, EYK95, FS92, GT96, GS96b,
Her93, HTC91, HHW94, Jag97, KK95a, Kle94b, LP94a, Lan91, LHW99, Lin96, Lyc99, Loc97, MV91, Mes91, Mor94, MK96, NMS97b, NPW98, PMC97, Pet94a, Pet95, RS96, Rit94, Rit95, Ros98, Ros99, Rot91, Sal96, SR96a, SW95, Srib99, TT91, Ti96, Tom95, Ust96, VT93, Vis92, Wan92b, WHL99, Wan99a, Woe90, Woe98, dDDS97.

two-center [Her93, HHW94].

Two-coloring [Sax94].

Two-Dimensional [WC90, AF92, CGR93, BYR93, BCS97, CL93c, CL97b, Jag97, NMS97b, Pet95, VT93, Woe98].
two-headed [CNV92, MK96].
two-independent [HTC91].
two-level [Ust96].
two-local [FS92].

Two-machine [CW99].
two-parameter [CH95].
two-point [GS96b, Rot91].
two-processor [RS96].
two-server [EYK95, Kle94b].
two-terminal [DS99].

Two-way [KP94, BS94b, LP94a, Lin96, Mor94, Pet94a, Sal96, Wan92b].
type [PS92, VS95b, Vol96].
types [CDK93a, Ger94, Nau94, PS92, Pal93, Slo95, de 92].

UIO [CLBW90].

Ulam [LS95a].

Unambiguous [Kim96a, Kos99, RR92].

unary [Loc97, Maz95, Wei91].

unbounded [Dam99, Dan96, KST96, Sin92a, Sin98].

un capacitated [ACS99].

unconditionally [HW98].

Undecidability [AP99, KR95, Pen92].

undecidable [Bec91, BLP98, Cha98b, FV90, Ott95a, VR99, Zha92].

underlying [HP97b].

underspecification [AG97].

understanding [Sin92a].

undirected [BS99, Cou97, KS90, Sub95a, Sub95b].

unequal [DCD96].

Unfold [Ger97].

Unfold/fold [Ger97].

uni [BC93].

uni-connectivity [BC93].

unicity [AI 96].

Unidirectional [DT93a, IL98].

Unification [BL90, Fok97, Vas95, Baa98, Rit94, Rit95].

unified [CDA91, CDK93a, CS91b, Fuj96, Hir96].

Uniform [ARS98, AS94, Lib98, LPP91, PCK95, BBGT96, Bsh97, DCD96, Her97, KB92, Ker92, KH96, MSV96, Rad92, WH94].

uniformly [Fer95, Mai94b, Pug90].

Unifying [MM96, Mur90].

union [Bir2, BR94c, Cai93, DPS93, GI91, Riv93].

union-find [BR94c].

unique [CC92, Fer95, Pre93, Sac96, H¨eb95].

unique-path [CC92].

uniquely [EST99, M¨ak97].

unison [GH90].

Unit [Fre83, CKN95, Lyc99, SY93].

Unit-Time [Fre83, SY93].

Unity [UK93, Dij95b, Pac92a, Pac92b, RF93, CH99].

Universal [HW93b, Mul91, BCDM94, G¨ob99, GR97, LV92a, P¨a¨a96, YS96].

universality [Mor92].

unknown [CS95, Hes91, Lar90, MP97, MI94, YL91].

unlabeled [DDK98, LC94b].

unless [Wan97c].

unordered [ZSS92, ZJ94].

unreliable [EGL96, Pe91, Sin92b, YWC99].

unrestricted [DG97].

unsatisfiability [Ver99].

unsuccessful [HM96].

Untiming [B´er95].

used [YLW91, van97].

user [DF91].

Using [All94, BJ97, CD93a, GT96, Hai93a, SJKL95, AR96b, Ber94, Bsh96, CCH93a, CL99, CLBW90, DJM94, Esp92, GH92, Gup92a, Hor95, HV96, JS95, KFYA94, KS98a, Kha94b, KS93b, KB94, LKP90, Lee96, LC94b, MG90, Nas98, Pal90, PCK95, Pel91, Ros98, Tsa93, VHV93, WT92, X93, YCH93].

utilisation [BD96].

Utility [DCD95].

utilization [L90, MSV96].

value [KK92a, PH92, Sal92b].

valued
worm [Sym99, Mog94]. WORM-2DPDAs [Mog94]. wormhole [KK94, LL94b]. Worst [LS99a, Pau90, Vos93, BR94c, BDF+95, CY92, GHY93, KT90, LV92a, PS94, SYUK98]. Worst-case [LS99a, Pau90, Vos93, BR94c, BDF+95, KT90, LV92a, SYUK98]. WPRAM [Nas98]. wreath [GMPW98]. write [HSC93, Shv92]. Write-All [Shv92]. writer [Vid91].

X [CDF90].

Yaniv [DS98]. Yield [Sal96].

Yield-languages [Sal96].
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